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ABSTRACT

This thesis is situated in the general fìeld concerning methodology of re-

search in Reì ig ion, I n part icul ar i ts interest i s wi th Hermeneut ics and

the problems of understanding and interpretation. WÌth this in view it

tangential ìy makes reference to thè contemporary formal discussion of

lletasc ience --sc ience hère taken as Wî ssenschaft-- and cons iders a poss i-

ble roìe for metatheory in the academic study of reìigion.

The substance of the thesis is a critique of the methodoìogy of the Relig-

ious Studies scholar, Sarvepal ìi Radhakrishnan (1888-1975). lt invoìves

examining his thought twice, firstly, to evaìuate his approach within the

framework of Advaita Vedanta, and secondly, to evaìuate its significance

and contributions wíthin the general framework of Rel igious Studies. To

ach ieve the ì atter, Radhakr i shnanrs thought ís trans I ated înto the I an-

guage and logic of Eucì idean geometry,
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Chapter I

PRIL IÀ1I NAR I ES

Scope and Aim of the Thesis

This thesis is situated in the general fieìd concerning methodology of re-

search in Rel igion, ln particular its interest is with Hermeneutics and

the prÕbìems of understanding and interpretation, \,lith this in view it

tangentially makes reference to the contemporary formal discussion of

¡letasc ience --sc ience here taken as Wissenschaft-- and cons iders a poss i-

ble role for metatheory in the academic study of rel igion.

The substance of the thesis is a critique of the methodoìogy of Sarvepalli

Radhakr ishnan (1888-.l975). Radhakrishnan distinguished himseìf by his pi-

oneering efforts, along with other scholars,r to establish an academic

study of reìigion. The parameters and perspective he provided for such a

venture form the axis of the present study; his methodological technique

of text-reinterpretation is the focus.

For Radhakrishnan "rel igionl deals wÌth Rêal ity, that immutable substratum

of aìl experience. For this reason the study of religion must be at base

an existential, ãnd only then a formal academic enterprise, Studying re-

I igion is not a matter of anaìyzing dgctrinaì specimens in isolation or

r F.S,C. Northrop and so on.
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making static comparisions, Rel igions reveal themselves, and most

meaningful ly' against the patent, pragmatic problems of everyday exis-

tence, Religion is "not a matter of diaìect but a fact of experiencerr, he

wrote, and experience is never static. Each and every reìigion is a r'ìiv-

ing movementrr; because it is such, "no one phase or form of it can lay

claim to finality,r¡ The coroì lary is :rrNo hìstorical reìigion can be re-

garded as truth absoìute and changelessrr, Radhakrishnan emphasized that

reìigions isomorphicaì ìy change with condÌtions, and yet remain in touch

with Truth and Reality itself. Rather than seeking for a synthetic emcom-

passing world rel igion to be shared by aìl, he recognized the legitimacy

of a multiplicity of worìd faiths.

ln order to seè rèligion as a human experience with its own horizon and to

relate all of the world¡s religious traditions in a comprehensive picture,

Radhakr ishnan proposed, for Rel ¡gious Studies, an aerial or a metaview:

not the one- tradition-viewing-and-judg¡ng-another attítude, but "...a
world perspective which wil I include thè philosophicaì insights of al I the

worìd's great tradìtions.rr The goal is r',..not a single phílosophy which

would annihilate differences of perspectives but [an understanding where]

there must be agreement of basic perspectives and uìtimate vaìues.'r, The

platform and universaì categor ies for thÌs metaview, Radhakrishnan

clairied, are embodied most clearìy in the Hindu scriptures and disclose

themselves through reinterpretation. This scheme impiies a ÉI¿!ÞL9gi3.3-

tion of those texts in the ì ight of contemporary issues and the contempo-

'¿ A Sourcebook in lnd ian Ph i I osoÞhy ed i ted by S,
A. l'loore (Pr inceton, New Jersey: Princeton
lhereaf ter Sbk I P] p. xxx i .

Radhakr i shnan and Char les
[Jniversity Press, 1957),
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rary worìd s i tuat ion '

rrReinterpretationrr is the natural concìusion of his concept of a compre-

hensive world perspective; reflexively it is also the appl ication of that

concept. With this in mind, this critique takes an in-depth look at

Radhakrishnanrs treatment of the canonical text, the Bhagavadgitã, which,

for practical purposes has been narrowed to looking at his analysis of Ar-

junars situation, Radhakrishnanrs interpretation of the GÏtã is of par-

ticular intèrest becausè it epitomizes his program of rrdemythologizing¡'

Hinduism; it is also the basis of his assertion that the demythologized,

eternaì 'rseed-ideas of the Gitå present the principal hêrmeneutic, and

indêed the transcendent metaview, with wh¡ch to understand the essential

unity of alì reìigions,

The poini of departure for the thesis lies in the observation that

Radhakrishnanrs writing and speeches (spannìng sixty years and aìmost re-

gardless of the audience) are permeated by a consciousness which frames

the total ity of his thinking. lt is best illustrated in &Igio¡__j¡l

çi.s-Es!-!s-Ue.r-Lg!

l'lan today ís suffering from a bewildering loss of community, a

sense of alienation, an assimilation of the human being to a

mass man, an organizational man in a technological society.. 
Through a revolution in the conditions of ì ife, man is becoming
less and less human and therefore less and less free.3

Fur ther , he writes:

Han is searching for his identity, for the meaning of life, for

"@(Londonr
I 953) , lhereaf ter RCI'I] p . l4l .

George Aì ìen and Unwin Ltd.,
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the significance of the defeat he suffers by cling¡ng to a real-
ity that crumbles in his hands.

This is the rrfocaì objectrr --to use lJalter Capprs anaìytical terminolo-

gy--. oî his thought: a worìd increasingìy fragmented with each technoìo-

gy-based contraction, by conflícts of ideas and interests. This fragmenta-

tion appears on alì ìevels: internat¡onal, social and personaì, politicaì,

economic, culturaì and racíal, and is especially obvious in the widening

gulf between'rtraditionall and scientific/intellectuaì matrices of

thought, Radhakr ishnan wr ¡tes in A!__l!Êe.!_j_91_!!@Lq, rrThe present

unrest, it ¡s clear, is caused as much by the moral ineffectiveness of re-

iigion, its failure to promote the best life, as by the insistent pressure

of new knowledge on traditional bel iefs.rrs

ln fragmentation Radhakrishnan sees the disintegration of mankind, a spir-

ituaì decay which denies mañrs potential --r'latent divinityl he calìs it--

and hinders hís evoìution, thereby hindering the evolutionary unfolding of

the universe,

Sarvepal ì i Radhakrishnan anaìyzes and resolves the problem thus: the ideâs

and ideals of economics, poìitics, science and so on occur on a secondary

leve.l , which is rooted Ìn a primary ìevel of thinking. Rel igion and phi-

ìosophy, rrnative to the human mind, ìntegraì to human nature itselfrr, rep-

' Wal ter Capps, Ways of lJnderstandinq Rel iqion
co. , l !/2) , p.4,

(New York: The l'lacmiì ìan

1970), [hereaf ter IVL]f Life (London: Unwin Books,
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resênt this primary ìevel. rrlt is to philosophy,.,that man must turn in

his hope to bring the peoples of the worìd together in mutual understand-

ing and in the înteliectuaì and spirituaì harmony without which a unified

world wil I be imposs¡ble....The future of civil ization depends upon the

return of spirituaì awareness to the hearts and minds of men,rr6

It should be noted that Radhakrishnan sometimes uses the terms "philoso-

phy and rrrel igionrr synonymousìy, At other tímes he draws a distinction

while insisting on their inextricable relation as rrl ife and thought, thê

practicaì and theoreticalrr which together form rrthe eternaì rhythm of the

spirit", ln this symbiotic relationshíp reì igion and each individuaì re-

I igious tradition represent rran actuaì experience of real ity", The (accom-

panying) phiìosophy represents the apprehension of this exper ience, that

is, its transìation into language and formuìated expressions. Philosophy

becomes rel igionrs I'rational supportt'.

ThÌs distinctness and mutuaì ity of religion and philosophy is one of the

critical hinges of Radhakrishnanrs platform as a scholari he acknowledges

no inherent meaning in phenomena, but rather that rrinterest, meaning, pur-

pose and value are qual ifications given to events by the individual

mind.rr? A rel igious tradition, then, in Radhakrishnanrs view, is a compos-

ite of insightful experíence and its conceptual ization and symboì ization.

Sbk lP p.xxxi.

r¡fly Search f or Truthrr in !q!
Fèrm (F reeport, N.Y.:
I'S ea r ch ¡'] p.4!.

Books
on in Transition edited by Verg i I ius T.A.
for Libraries Press, 1969), [hereafter
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Radhakrishnan further distinguishes between rel igion as identified with

adherence to dogma, doctr ines and observation of ceremonies, and religion

as identified wìth I'spirituaì ì iferr. The former he says rractual ly fetter

man's mind and impede the spiritual quest", but the latter functions to

meet coherentìy the chal lenges of ever-new experiences and developments in

thought, Radhakr i shnanr s bas ic feeì ing i s that the future of mank ind i s

I inked to the future of religion, and the future of religion lies in its

abil ity to keep pace with and reflect, as much as to determinè, the chang-

es in environment, awareness and issues. one of the most significant of

these changes is that peopìe of many and different faiths are now neigh-

bours sharing a common destiny, Emphasizing that ¡t is a hermeneutic task

to prepare religion to be the appropriate cohesive and progressive force

in the world, Radhakr ishnan writes in Bg!9yEIJ_9!_!gjj!: rrÌ.Je need a new

and enlarged understandîng of the religions. Thè future of reì igion is

bound up not with the acceptance of one rel igion by all or a state of con-

fl ict or anarchy among rel igions or vague incongruous eclectism but the

acceptance of a fundamental unity with a free dífferentiation.r'ô ln lgst
g¡ he writes: "We cannot understand our own reì ígion

unless it be in rêìation to one or more of the faiths. By an intellectuaì

and respectful study of other reìigions, we gain a new understanding and

appreciatìon of thèir tradit¡ons and our own. Anything whìch contr ibutes

to this grol/{th of harmony of thought dèserves to be enco!¡raged.rr Continu-

ing, he says: rrComparative reììgion is one of the chief instruments by

which the historic consciousness of the spirituaì growth of mankind can bè

3 Recovery of Faith, Vol.lV of \,lorld Perspectives Series, edited by Ruth
Nanda Ashen (New York: Greenwood Press, 1968), [hereafter Bt] p.199.
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gained.rr' However, to funct¡on as such, scholars must frame for Compara-

tive Religion a coherent system of generaì ideas whïch could accommodate

the interpretat ion of thê d ifferent types of rel ig ious exper ience, ¡ o

Radhakrishnan advances what he beìieves is this comprehensive, coherent

(meta)system, in the form of a demythoìogized Hinduism (actuãl ly a rein-

terpreted Advaita Vedãnta). His convictions and his recommendations are

both rooted in a special treatment of the prasthãna traya: the Upanisads,

Brahma Sùtra, and BhagavadgÏtã --ttre last being regarded as the fulcrum of

al I w i sdom,

Sarvepaì I i Radhakrishnanrs uniqueness of approach does not I ie in his

rrreinterpretingrr as such, for these scriptures have been reinterpreted

many ways within the Vedãntic tradition.rr The distinction ì íes in

Radhakrishnanrs departure from a totally Hindu frame of understanding. ln

addition to classicaì Sanskrit terminoìogy he $reaves concepts and catego-

ries from Western phiìosophical and reì Ìgious traditions into his text

commentar ies. His motive is to reveal the universal ity and contemporary

relevance of the text, and its appropriateness as THE hermeneutical tool

for Rel igious Studies,

t East and West in Reì iqíon (London:
[hereafter !VlB] p.39,

¡0 Cf. I'Fragments of a Confessionrl

George Aì len and Unwin Ltd. , 1967),

Radhakrishnan edited by Pauì Arthur Schil lp
Co., 1952), [hereafter "Fragments"] p.2J.

lììustrated in the var¡ous teachings of Sankara, Rämãnuja, lladhva and
other Vedãnt i ns.
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The main body of this essay proceeds by first tracing out the underìying

metaphysic on which Radhakrishnan bases and supports his assertions, Then

it focuses on his scheme of demythoìog¡zation for a meta-reì igious inter-

pretative frame, and an il lustration of that scheme in his reinterpreta-

tion of the BhagavadgÏtã. Finaìly it examìnes the coherence of

Radhakrishnanrs thought by appìying, as a heuristic device, his concept of

a metaview to his own method and theory, lt concludes with a discussion

of his contribution to the enterprise of Religious Studies,

The resources for th is cr i t ique are s ixty years of Radhakr ishnan' s wr i t-

ings and speeches, ln seìectively drawing on his thought, a cue has been

taken from Radhakrishnan himseìf: "ln aìl phiìosophical interpretation

the right mêthod is to ¡nterpret thinkers at their best, in the I ight of

what they say 
'n 

their clearest insight.rrl,

Eiographícal Sketch of Sarvepal I i Radhakrishnan

Sarvepal ìi Radhakrishnan was born into a Hindu Brahmin middle-class family

on September 5, 1888, near I'ladras, This area of South lndia has always

been noted for its climate of orthodoxy and its traditional ism, lt is

significant, therefore, that at eÌght years of age, in an environment per-

vaded with Vedic rituals and Vedãntic phÌlosophy, Radhakrishnan began his

education in a Lutheran missionary school and continued his education in

Christian institutes, to graduate in 1908 with a degree in Western Phiìos-

¡'¿ lbid. p.lJ,



ophy from l4adras Christian College'r3

ouring his earìy education his contact $'/ith the Christian miss¡onaries was

nore than suPerficiaì. He writes that they freed him from the prejudices

of the lndian traditíon and restored for himrrthe primordial situation in

which aì ì phi ìosophy is born'rt¡' However they themseìves were not seekers

oftruth.Radhakrishnanrelatesthestingofhismissionary-teachersIre-

proaches and defamat ion of H indu ism:

The criticísms ìevel ìed against the Hindu religion were of a

twofold character. lt is intel lectual ly incoherent and ethical-
ly unsound. The theoretical foundations as weì ì as the practi-
caì fruits of the religion were chaì lenged' I remember the cold
sense of reaìity, the depressing feeling of defeat that-cr'ept
over me, as a cåusal relation between the anaemic Hindu religion
and our pol itical failure forced itself onto my mind during
those years'...How can we make it [Hinduism] somewhat more rele-
vant to the intellectual and social environment of our time?

Such were the questions that roused my interest'¡5

Consequently he ìaunched himseìf into a serious and in-depth study of

Eastern Reì igions and Philosophy, including a study of Sanskrit' Focuss-

ing on Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina systems of thought, Radhakrishnan eventu-

aìlytookuphísownphilosoPhicalpositionwithinthevedãntìctradit¡on'

specifical ly as an Advaita Vedãntin. His studies in philosoPhy continued

into his publ ic and professional ìife.

:ìri

:

¡3

1a

His l'1,A' Thesis is entitled: "The Ethics of Vedãnta and lts Hetaphysi-

"åì ii"irpp".itions" (Publ ished by The Guardian Press in l!08) '

ItFragmentsrrP.!.

¡" "The Spirit in I'lan'" in
S. Radhakr ishnan and J.H.l4uirhead

E.d i ted bY

..:1

L

r966), Ihereafter !.1!l pp.\75-\76'
Allen and Unw¡n'
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Radhakrishnan formal ly began his career in ì909, and for the next twenty-

six years taught philosophy in various lndian universities. He was twice

Vice-Chancel lor: of Andhra University ìn l93l and Benarès lJniversity Ìn

19\2, overlapping this period he heìd the appointment of Spaìding Pro-

fessor of Eastern Religion and Ethics at oxford, being the first lndian to

be appointed to the chairi it was at this tÌme that he became active in

the then-developing discipl ine of Comparative Rel igion,r6 From 1931-3g

Radhakrishnan was a member of the lnternal Committee on lnteìlectual Coop-

erat¡on of the League of Nations, and from .l946-50 head of the Indian Del-

egation to UNESCO, during which time he became a member of UNESC0Ts Execu-

tive board. He was vice-chairman of UNESC0 in 1948, chairman in 1949, and

became conference President in 1952,

His career in education merged with a pol îtical career. Radhakrishnan's

involvement extended from being lndiars Ambassador to the USSR from

19\9-52, to two terms as lndia's Vice-President --the first term spanned

1952-56, the second, 1957-62-- and then her Pres Ìdent fron 1962-66, He

died in 1975 in l'ladras. At the University of ¡ladras there is now the 0r.

S. Radhakrishnan lnstitute for Advanced Study in Philosophy,r?

r6 Cf, Eric J, Sharpe, Comparative Rel igion: A History (London: Gerald
Duckworth and Company Ltd., 'l975) , [hereafter Comparative Rel iqion] for
an excelìent review of the structural development of the academic study
of ieì igion and the key personalties who engineered and steered the
discipline.

rì This is the post-graduate Phiiosophy Department, renamed in
Radhakrishnanrs honour; Radhakrishnan had served as a professor in the
Phiìosophy Department of Presidency Coì lege from l!16 to 'l9'l7, which
was incorporated along with other Coììeges as the University of I'ladras.
The lnstitute pubì ishes the journaì lndian Philosophicaì Annual. Vol-
ume l2 (1977-78) is entitled 'rSpecial Number on Radhakrishnan", being
the proceêdings of the nineteenth Aìì-lndia Seminar heìd in Septem-
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ing his lifetime Sarvepal I i Radhakrishnan wrote prolifically.

are some of his better known publ ications,

The Reiqn of Rel iqion in Contemporary Phiìosophy (1920)

lndian Philosophy Voìume I (1923), Volume ll (1927)

Hindu View of Lif (1929)

An ldealist V¡ew of l-if e (1929)

Kaìki - or the Future of Civil ization (t929)

in Rel ioi (t 933)

Eastern Rel iqions and l,lestern Thouqht (ì939)

Education, Pol ítics and l,lar (.l944)

Reliqion and Society (1947)

Recovery of Fa ith (1955)

Fol lôw-

ion ín a Chanoi

The Present Cr is is of Fa i th

(1967)

( r 970)

Radhakrishnan aìso made translations and wrote commentaries on lndian

cìassical literature, Foremost are his treatments of the Vedãntic prasthã-

na traya, publ ished as: The Bhaqavadqitã (ì948) , The PrinciÞal Upaniìads

(1953) and The Brahma Sütra (1960) , and the Buddhist text q@eEgÞ

(ì950) .

The ttÍrust and emphasis of his thought are not obvious in the titles of

h is books, but a certa in progress ion mater ia I izes, ref I ect ing the inf I u-

ences of historical events and personal ¡nvoìvements. The actual content

ber,1977 at the University. The theme of the Seminar was I'The Philoso-
phy of Radhakr ishnanr'.
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of the texts, on the other hand, shovJ an apprecíation and assim¡lation of

the Classical Greek and principal European thinkers, particularly Plato,

Hegeì, Bergson, Kierkegaard and Bradley. lt also reveaìs a reverence for

the ìegacy of Hinduism, particuìarìy the contributions made by Éankara and

more contenporaneous I y Tagore and Gandhi .

Radhakríshnan himself is a striking il lustration of the lndìan Renaissance

born of rrtastr¡ and rrWestrr juxtaposing themseìves, His strategy to recon-

cile the apparent antinomy was to draw paraììels between Eastern and l,lest-

ern philosophers wherever possible and to ìeave differences ¡ncidental .

This is most cìearly seen ìn his study of the Bhagavadgitã, which is it-

self of aìl his works, the most powerful statement of Radhakr¡shnanrs gen-

eral frame of mind, Ttre Gltã played a significant roìe in the development

and direction of Radhakrishnants life, just as it had for Gandhi, Tilak,

Tagore and Aurobindo Ghose. All five individuals shared a common period

in lndia's history and had a common sense of personaì commitment not onìy

to the pol itical I iberation of lndia, but also to the celebrâtion of the

depth and richness of the Hindu cuìture. Though in the end each developed

quite a different statement of how this was to be achieved, each was pro-

foundly moved by the BhagavadgTtà, using it as reference and il lustra-

tion.¡3

¡3 In comparing Radhakrishnan to other studies of the GÏtä, he could have
as easiìy been grouped under different rubrics with others, ancient or
nodern, who regarded the text with such intense faith. The impact of
the Bhagavadgitã on various bhãsyakâra's, (Radhakrishnan included) is
nicely drawn out in Ramesh S. Éetaí, The Gita and Gandhiii (Ahmedabad:
Guj arat Vidyapith, 1970) .
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Besides the acclaim he inspired as an lndian addressing lndians,

Radhakrishnan aìso was international ìy recognized as an acadenic philoso-

pher. He upheld a deep conviction of his role and duty to ¡lluminate and

aid the direction of not only lndian, but human praxis and that in the

concrete multi-dimensíon¿l context of the contemporary world, The issue

which he addressed in most of his writing, and in particular in the Gita

commentary, was the immediate fact of a geographicaì ìy unified but psycho-

logicaì ìy fragmented globe --fragmented at root by reì igions and ideoìo-

gies.

Felìow scholars from the early twentieth century also had tackled this

problem. Reìigîon, once rrobj ect i f iedtr, had been clinicalìy dissected, an-

alyzed and reassembled, the rrdatafi being incorporated under historical,

mythological, phenomenological and other rubrics. The most generaì con-

clusion regarding rel igion, a¡ìd by impì ication the world situat¡on, was

that there ex i sted a fundamenta I East-West gap in th; nk ing. ¡ e Attempts to

contend wìth the problems of reì igious co-existence took various forms,

The prominent, positive image of many rivers all flowing to the sea was

appropriate and open, allowing a myr¡ad of interpretations as to what the

detailed relationship between the rrriversrr might be, Comparative Reì igion

as a distinct discipì ined approach waxed during this period, one moment

inextr.icably defined by the methods and the intrinsic problems of Phenome-

noìogy, and the next moment dominented by unarticulated Hermeneutics.

¡'Two major works on this theme are3 Haj ime Nakamura, Ways of Thinkinq of
Eastern People (Honoluìu¡ An East-llest Center Book, The University
Press, ì964 [Nakamura began this study in 'l947]),and F.S.C. Northrop,
The I'leetinq of East and West (New York: The flacmil lan Co., 1964). Both
these scholars are recognized as architects of East-West dialogue.
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Radhakr ishnan approached rel igion in the vein of Comparative Studies from

a fresh dÌrection. His impuìse was to review reì igion by consciousìy

looking at it through the spectacles of his own human exper ience. His aim

was to uncovèr scientifically an understanding of reì igion which dÌd jus-

tice to the integrity of religíon manifest as reìigious traditions --with

roots and central doctrines, each unique, vital, dynamic-- and to recover

the singular integrity of mankind in a world community. ln Eric Sharpers

words, Sarvepal I i Radhakrishnan was one of those brho ¡r,,.unhesitâtingly

identified the concerns of comparative religion with the concerns of world

peace, international harrnony and universal brotherhood . . . rr . 2 0

comparative Reìigion was aìready a growing f íeld, and the idea of a scien-

tific study of reì igion was in the air at the time Radhakrishnan wrote.

His personal contribution, however, was to emphas¡ze the vaìue and vaìidi-

ty of consciously invoìving oners personality in the study of rel igion,

with the recognition that one is a l4usl im, Christian, Jain --but above all

a person of spiritual faith, interest and intel I igence who is seeking

truth. He championed the relígiosity of study itseìf, and emphasized in-

ter-faith d ía ì ogue. 'z¡

Sharpe, Comparative Reì iqion p.258,

Primary sources used for this biographical sketch were Radhakrishnanrs
essays: 'rl'ly Search for Truth,rr in Reliqion in Transition edited by Ver-
gilius Ferm (New York: Books for Libraries Press, 1969), 'rFragments of
a Confession," in edited by
Paul Arthur Schillp (New York: Tudor PUbìishing Company, l!!2) and "TheSpirit in flan,r' in ed i ted by S.
Radhakr ishnan and J.H. l4uir

ZL

1966) .
ge Aì ì en and Unwìn,



PART II

RADHAKRI SHNAN I S THEORY

Today, our trouble Ìs not so much with the infallibility of the
Pope or the inerrancy of the Bible, not even with whether Christ
or Krishna is God or whether there is a revelation, All these
probìems have changed the¡r meaning and are dependent on the one
and only problem, whether there is or is not behind the phenome-
na of nature and the drama of history an unseen spirituaì power,
whether the universe is meaníngful or mean¡ngless, whether Ìt is
God or chance. 2 2

22 rrThe Spirit in llan,rr in CIP p.481,

i,:



chapter 2

RELIGION AS PERCTPTION OF REALITY

A schoìar's methodology is based on his or her theoretical understanding

of the subject, and theories are especialìy personaì ãnd subtle in the

field of Reì igious Studies. lt is thus important to unfoìd Sarvepaìì i

Radhakrishnanrs understanding of religion as a preìude to formally examin-

ing his method. Reì igion, in this context, denotes what it means to be re-

ì Ìgious, to exist withìn a reì igious tradition, and signÌficantly, how to

come to creative terms with the coexistence of many worìd faiths,

Radhakr ìshnan is clear in stating h¡s ground: the coherence of religion

and rel igious tradítions is best understood when seen in the light of the

Hindu Advaita Vedãnta daréana. The frame for understanding rel igion, he

says, i s ind icated in the f i rst four sutras, catuh sútrÌ, of the Vedànta

Sûtra:

Athãto BrahmaÌiiñãsã t.t.l.
' Janmädysya yatah I . ì.2.

6ãstra vonitvãt t.1.3.

Tat tu samanvayât l 1,4.

These focus on:

" (i ,) The need for the knowledge of Ul timate Real ity

t7

:.

l

1
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" (i i .) A rationaì approach to it
rr(iii.) The experience of Reality

" (iv.) Reconciì iation of seemingly confl icting formuìations of the
nature of Ultimate Reaì ity.rr,3

The first three siltras Radhakr ishnan takes as the pillars for the major¡ty

of his writings on religion. The fourth dírects him to define a progres-

sive avenue for Religious Studies, the discipl ine. lt is immediateìy evi-

dent in his treatment of the catuh sütrÏ that Radhakrishnanrs reinterpre-

tation of the Sanskrit is a radicaì departure from traditional Vedäntic

treatments of the text.,¡

For the inquiry into the nature of religion, Radhakrishnanrs main textbook

was the worìd around him. ln training his attention upon religion in its

contemporary matríx rather than in its past forms, he felt there would be

no lack of generaì ity in his obsèrvãtions and statements. ln fact, relig-

ion could adequately testify to itself only insofar as it was aì ive and

part of himself and his fel ìow creatures. Thus most of Radhakrishnanrs

writings speak in terms of this century and of his first-hand exper ience.

'z3 The. Present Crisis of Faith (New Deìhi: 0rient Paperbacks [a division
of Vision Books Pvt, Ltd.l, 1970) , [hereafter PCF] p.29. Cf."The lndi-
an Approach to the Rel igious Problem,r¡ in The lndian I'lind: Essentiaìs
of lndian Philosophy and Culture edited by Charìes lloore (Honolulu:
East-l,üest Center Press,l967) p.173-182.

:=
:i,:

2' See The Brahma Sütra :

an lntroduct¡on and Notes by S,
Unwin, ì960), lhereafter Br Su]
Rãmãnuja, I'ladhva and so oil-

Trans I ated wi th
Radh ak r ishnan cndon: George Aì ìen and

the bhãsvas of Sankara.pp.227-251 . cf.
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The Need for Knowìedge of Ultimate Reality (Brahmaiiiñãsã) : context for
the i nqu i rY.

The f irst sütra, for Radhakr ishnan, imports the context for an inquiry

into rel igion, and various articuìations of this "need[ appear in his

v¿ritings, Fundamental ìy they aì I express rra profound dissatisfaction with

the existing state of humanity" and a concern about rran active preparation

for a new liferr,25 No matter which rrhatrr he is wearing as a pubìic figure,

Radhakrishnan speaks with intensity and Ìnsistence about the critical

state of human affairs. ln An ldeaìist View of Life (1932) he observes:

rrNever was manrs need to come to an understanding with I ife more ur-

gent,..l,Je have no certain aims and no definite goaìs,,.land we find our-

selvesl seeking for the more precîous meaning of life, its profound real-

ity...",26 A few years later in the first year of l,lorld l.,ar ll, 1939, he

writes! rrln the souls of men today there are cìashing tides of colour and

race, nation and religion...that divide mankind into hostile groups, Con-

fl icts in human affairs are due to the dívisions in the human

souì...fcausing a] moraì col lapse....rr2? His Recovery of Faith, pubì ished

in 1955, restates manrs twent¡eth century dilemma, and by impl ication, his

need, in this way! rrThe worìd is undergoing changes so vast that they are

hardly comparable to the changes which occurred in the past...We have

grown in knobrìedge and intelligence but not in wisdom and virtue. For

lack of the ìatter, things are interlocked in perpetuaì strife..,the drift

25 t'The Spirìt in flan," in !.1! p.504,

'z6 IVL p,64.

(London:0xford Un ivers ¡ty Press,
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from reì ig ious beì ief has gone much too far. . .rr . '3

The constantly changing conditions and circumstances of modernity,

Radhakrishnan charges, necessarily chaì lenge man to synchronistically re-

new his 'rsense of thingsrr, to recast his considerations, and reframe his

vision of what I ife is about. ln fact, this reorientation is apparent ín

the rise to prom¡nence of Humanism, Communism, Nationalism, Pragmatism and

so on. These self-procìaimed harbingers of a better future boldly offer

theÌr conceptions of ì ife and meaning as aìternatives to those of tradi-

tional rel igions which they regard as material ly impotent. Radhakrishnan

reviews these new model-systems of thought and concludes from their prax-

is: rrThe alternatives to rel igion we have considered do not remove our

anxieties, as they stifle the fears and impart courage by making us mem-

bers of a coììective whole, a pol itical party or a confessional

church, , . ,The d i stress ing feature of our age [he wr Ìtes th is in 1955] i s

not its atheism but its belief, the strange forms of superstition which it

is wi ìling to adopt..,.The new cults are buiìt on something which is more

fundamental than thè desire of the truth. lt is the desire for faith.rr2'

Because the new ideologies are inherently provinciaì, he warrants, they

can onìy I'breed new il lusionsrr which in turn wilì ìead to new catastro-

phes, and rrnew waves of cynical world wear inessrr.

The timeless, fundamental ¡ntent of aìl people, Radhakrishnan says, is

." þrySry_g|ldt[ (N.Y.: creenwood Press, l!68) , [hereaf ter RF] p.3.

" El p.73, Cf. Relioion and Society (London: George Al ìen and l,Jnwin,
second edition, ì959), [hereafter RS] p.16.
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spiritual realization. This has an individual component which entails an

integration of oners personaì ity, anubhãva, and a col lective component

which involves individuaì achievements beíng directed tov¿ard the welfare

of the worìd, ìokasaåqraha, ¡o At present, however, mankind suffers as a

mass of fragmentèd beings in a convulsively fragmented world. ln his own

words, rrEverywhere round about us we hear the sound of things breaking, of

changes in the social, in the political and economic ínstitut¡ons, in the

dominant bel iefs and ideas, in the fundamentaì categories of the human

mind.,,[marking],..a crisis that goes to the very roots of our civiliza-

t ion. r'3 ¡

History has a teleologicaì importance for Radhakrishnan. lt is the medium

for the process of evolution.s, He defines evolut¡on as being the evolu-

tion of consciousness or Spirit, whích articulates itself in more refined

and subtle forms in the cosmos, that is, rr...from the inorganic to the or-

ganic,,.to the sentient to the rational,..,". The twentieth century is a

miìestone in the process, where world civilization, as I'rational manrr, is

in transition to the perfection of consciousness (the pinacìe of evolu-

tion) in the "spirituaì manrr or 'rGod-manr'. lt ¡s a period, however, cur-

rèntly marked by incongruities, which are manifest as a multiplic¡ty of

human perspectives determining different directions. Radhakr ishnan says it

is in.the consciousness of the next and final stage that man will be able

30 \,lith the psychoìogicâl unification of
fu, is transformed into E!@þ!e,
Also see rrl'ly Search f or Truth,rr p.2l,

the worìd, normaì existence, !e!-
the Kingdom of cod. See !! p.88,

Ë pp,l0-ll,

Cf. rrlly Search for Truthrr pp.Jgff.
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to understand and intèrpret these imperfections, but must rrstruggìe to and

evolve to this higher stage.rr33

The task or chal ìenge for rrrational manr' --more accurately, al I rationa'l

individuaìs-- is to estabì ish an attitude and orientation coincident with

spiritual progression. Th¡s necessìtates a knowledge of Ultimate Reaì ity

ín its concrete guise as the actuaì $rorìd and the human condition, wherein

evêrything has its place and significance, and wíth which one can act ap-

propriately. rrReì igionr', according to Radhakrishnan, is both the criti-

cal, encompassing vision of reaìity, Brahmavidya-, and the human faith

which prepares for it. As the latter, reìigion has dèveìoped itself as a

historical, traditional explanation of the components and meaning of exis-

tence in order to provide the matrix for true human integrity,

ln the given context, Radhakrishnan emphasizes that a rel igious tradition

must give a "...view that wi ll make sense of ì ife and give to it an intel-

ì igent and winning goal.rr3l Against this criterion he rejects aì ì the

worìd's exÌst¡ng rrorganízed" rei igions, which he caì ls rrrel igions without

reìigion". In Rel¡gion and Society he wrîtest rrThey seem to have exhausted

their spiritual power and become dead shells reìying on a letter they

cannot revivify, They cover their deadness by insistence on the obser-

vancê of forms and ceremonies, to which habit and usage give more vaìue

than they deserve..,.On the whoìe thèy justify the present chaotic condi-

33 Br Su p.l0l,

" E! P.73.
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tions, instead of inspiring us with the zeal for changing them.rr35 The or-

ganized religions, Radhakrishnan says, have become removed from their

source and I ife-blood. They no longer speak from the g¡gÞhevg, rrdirect

experience, Iand] active participation in the eternaì truthrr.36

It is useful to pause here to ìook more closely at how Radhakr Ìshnan re-

lates reì igion to reì igions, He distinguishes and connects the two in

this way: an actual g¡pglijlgg of insight into real ity --which defines

religion-- is automatically cast or framed into words and ideas, that is,

verified ín anothèr medium, ln the process the experience is given mean-

ing, The identïty of rrãrr religion, its canonical backbone and its conti-

nuity, is determined by such I ídi

Religious traditions contradístinguish themselves not in the process, but

in the particuìarized content of the experiences ìaid down and transmit-

ted; they cohere according to dìfferent descriptions of reaì ity. These

descriptions, though derived fron an original vision, pratyakìa, are tech-

nical ly rrphilosophical conceptionsrr and owe their variety and variations

to the mental mechanics involved in conceptual ization. (Section Three of

this chapter wil ì focus on this compìex of mentaì pattern-making.)

Radhakrishnan's position is that rel igious tradit¡ons each present g__pg-

this defining

'u 89 P.50.

36 RF p.l!1.
3? The canons of each rel igion

testimonies, they authorize
document these

the f low of the
spi ri tual experiences.
traditiôn.

As
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map suppl ies both the frâme and the vocabulary, the doctrine or beì ief,

which make a reì igion recognizabìy distinct, He mainta¡ns that a reì ig-

ious tradit¡on ìs a conditioned patterning of I'rel igionr¡ in its essential

form; its identity lies in its text, and its value is as a vehicle which

offers rr...supports for a task that is strictly personal.rr

Radhakrishnan does not downplay or denígrate rel igious tradÌtions as such,

but says that they must constantìy legitimize themselvês. ln 8.gsg$lfl.

Ejlh he writes: "lf [a] rel igion is not dynamíc and pervasive, if ít does

not penetrate every form of human ì ife and infìuence every type of human

activity it is only a veneer and not a reaì ity."36 There is a necessity

for ¡'the data of faithrr to have an rraffinity with the nãtural knowledge

which man has of himself and the world.rr3e

Right from his earliest writings on religion and up to his final publ icã-

tion, The Present Crisis of Faith in 'l970, Sarvepall i Radhakrishnan re-

peats that al though reì igion is in fact the greatest force for the disci-

plining of man¡s nature, unfortunatèly for the present it has rrlost its

vaìue and validity.rr l,thy? Because reìigíon (embodied in the many relig-

ions) has come to offer onìy crystall ized ¡rpâtterns of the pastrr to its

contemporary adherents; Ìt is now inefficient, practicaìly speâking, to

address the problems and issues raised by the new context, that is, dif-

ferent conditions, language, education, in short, different fundamentaì

,l@'a

3ô Rt p.22.

rrThe Present Crisis of Faith,rr 0ccasionaì Speeches and l,Jritinqs, 4 vol-
umes, (Deìhi: Pubì ication 0ivision, l,tinistry of lnformation and Broad-
casting, n.d.), [hereaf ter S1J Third Series, p.218. Cf . PCF p.18.
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categories of the human mind. Radhakrishnan outl ines thè rrdeathrr of a re-

ligious tradition in the foì lowing way. Since the expressions of reìig-

ious experience (refined as a set of beliefs) are as a rule in the vernac-

ular of the cultural and historic conditions in which they occur,

naturaì ly the same expressions become obsolete as the ìatter change. The

language of beì iefs, insofar as they identify the way and order of things,

must therefore be constantly refreshed and readjusted. lf undue impÕr-

tance is given to any expression, that is if the (static) form becomes

confused with the (dynamic) reâlity it symbol izes, reìigion becomes calci-

fÌed and dogmatic. A religíon which is a mere composite of dogmã ìs thus

a burden to the individual and to society, and cannot be the liberating

force it should be.

Radhakrishnan argues that once the content of a rel igion --embodied ìn its

canonical writings-- ìs no longer concordant with reaìity as the individu-

al finds it, it is no longer pertinent to the problens of the agê. lnevi-

tably faith --that special spiritual link with truth-- as it is def¡ned by

the rel igion, wiì ì diminish.l0 The obvious chal ìenge, nay, obì igation for

contemporary rel igion is to bridge the apparent gap between the ideas of

the anc¡ent traditions and the emerging science/technoìogy-based ethos; of

equal importance ¡s establishing a working inter-religion interface; de-

velopirig coherence in especialìy these areas is an obvious need of the

times,

The present world crisis in all arenas is at root a rrpresent crisis of

' o Cf. Bt p, ¡6,

l-185

l .....
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faithrr. Radhakrishnanrs The Presènt Crisis of Faith and Recovery of Faith

are totalìy dedicated to this ¡ssue. ln the latter he writes: rrWe conceal

from ourselves the true nature of what we do by euphemisms. lf we strip

abray alì pretence and are honest with ourselves, we will know that we are

fast losing faith in decency, A deep quaì itative change for the worse is

taking pìace in the publÌc mind...,our conscience is anaesthetisèd by dog-

mas.rr4r His prescription3 'rTheory, specuiation, dogma, fmust] change from

time to time as the facts become better understood. Theír value is ac-

quired from their adequacy to experience, When forms dissolve and the in-

terpretations are doubted, it is a cal! to ge! back to the expèrience it-

its content i

The real need today is to recover a sense of meaning, direction and iden-

tity. Radhakr ishnan casts the answer to man's predicament not only in

terms of religion, but also in terms of the study of rel igion, which for

him is thè study of rel igious texts. The latter is equaììy expressive of

a commitment to what Ìs real and true.

Radhakr ishnan speaks of a reorientation of mankind consequent in a recov-

ery of faith. This recovery of faith in turn must necessari ly stem from a

fresh, personaì insight into, and understand¡ng of, Ultimate Reality, the

" g__p!jgi from which aìl livÌng faith starts," Notably faith is I'rea-

soned faithrr in Radhakrishnan's scheme. ln h¡s own words: "Rel igious

faith cannot take the pìace of thinking but has to be founded on it. 0nly

.r 8! pp.28-29.

1'z IVL p.7l (underscoring mine). Cf. RcH pp.8-9. cf, atso RF p.8,
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through thinking is one able to retain oners faith in reìigion. Faith has

to bè sustained in inquiry,rr'3 rrFa'thrl's faith

authoritative. The obl igation is to rêthink what

va luab I e, and how.

a Dar t i

in reì ig ious wr i t i ngs is

A Rationaì Approach (Anumãna) : the means.

Radhakr ishnan admits two orders of r¡thinkingrr or rrreasoningrr. one is

Itdiscursive reasoningrr for vrhich he uses the synonyms rrintel lection'r,
rrlogical analysisrr, !E@, and pg!j_É. The other is r¡reflectionrr for

which he uses the synonym rrcontempìation¡'. Together these two orders are

contradistinguished from the term rrintuitionl which represents direct

spir ituaì percept ion.

Radhakrishnan relates thinking/reasoning to intuition as two modes of con-

sciousness or awareness. The respectívè results of intel ìectuaì thinking

and of intuition are two types of knowìedge, namely, conceptuai under-

standing and insight,¡. These pairs are vítally united in the human mind.

He writes: rrlntuition is not independent but emphat¡calìy dependent upon

thought, and is imminent in the very nature of our thinking. lt is dynam-

icaì ìy ôontinuous with thought and pierces through the conceptual context

of knowiedge to the I iving reality under it.r' Vlhere intuition is "higher

than the discursive process from which it issues and on which it super-

'3 RCW p.72,

4' cf . .,!_Y.L pp.ll4-115.
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venesrr,¿5 intellect isrran indispensible aid to support and clarifyrtrs tt,

ln S, Radhakrishnanrs epistemology, intuìtion alone is, in principle, suf-

ficient for a complete perception of reaìity. ln An ldeal ist View of Life

in the chapter entitled I'lntellect and lntuition he statest ¡r...what we

normal ly notice through the senses or infer through the intellect can also

be known by intuition. vJe can see objects without the medium of the sêns-

es and discern reìations spontaneously without buììding them up laborious-

ìy....We can discern every kind of reality directìy.rr.? Continuing, he

writes: I'lf alì our knowìedge were of an intuitive character, if reality

bore immediate witness to itseìf, there would be no need for logícaì tests

lto ascertain the certainty of knowledge]. The unity between the knower

and the known would be perfect and our knowledge complete.rr.ô But the fact

is, reaìity does not bear immedÌate witness to itself. lt is obscured by

the rrtrembì ing veiì of phenomenarr,4t and piercing insights into thè nature

of reality, though they occur, are rrtransitory and intermittent'r.50

So, according to Radhakr ishnan, one must for the most part advance one's

a5 rrThe Spirit in I'lan,rr i¡ Clp, p.486.

16 rrRepì y to Critics,rr p.794.

rt ¡W p.ll2.
a3 lbid. p,I'l4. See also p. ì08 on aparoksa, non-sensuous, immediate knowl-

edge.

" This rrveiì" Radhakrishnan names as qiyi. Cf. 8!! p.8g.

50 IVL p./4. ln addition Radhakrishnan says one must be quaì ified for
that special experience of insight. Cf. B9!l pp.l04 and 106. Also !¡
! P.234.
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inquîry by focussing on reality as it appears, and as it is existentially

experienced. I,lhat must be dealt with, is the r¡empirical data of the world

and of the human seìfrr,5r and in dealing with it rationally and systemati-

cally, one prepares oneself for an exper ience of the ontoìogical founda-

tion on wh¡ch it is based. At this point ît is necessary to have some

guidance, something which wiì I help orient the seeker. Religious scrip-

tures become indispensibìe as maps and patterns for discovery,

This is one of the striking features of Sarvepall i Radhakrishnan's

thought, viz., that a rationaì approach can índeed provide the frame for

an authentic encounter with ultimate reaìity ìtseìf. He wr¡tes; 'rt,lhile

the truths intuition grasps are self-evident, tra¡ning, or what Descartes

cal ls method, is necessary to direct our mental vision to thè right ob-

jects so that our mind can rrbehoìdtr the objects. lnsofar as our minds are

not creative of real ity but only receptive of it, we must get into contact

with reaì ity, outward by perception, inward by intuition, and by means of

intel I ect interpret and understand it, rr 5 2

Radhakrishnan recalls many thinkers, ancient and modern, and from many

cultures, whom he sees supporting a rational approach, but it is the

Brahma Sütra, specificaìly sûtra l!l:2 "janmãdya asya yataf" which he

cites as proof for thè correctness of his approach. ln his Brahma Sûtra

commentary he maintains that this gq@ implies that there is a place for

u' 8L p.lo3.

s2 rrThe Spirit in l4an" p,485. A few pages
qu i res cu I t ivat i on qu i te as much as
thought,rr(p. 487.)

later he repeats rrlntuition re-
the powers of observation and
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a rational inquiry into ¡'the source from which the world proceeds by which

i t is ma inta ined and endedr¡ --a source wh ich is, paradox ìca I ìy, bevond

the realm of reason. He writes: rrln this sútra we exclude the aPpeal to

rel igious experience [direct insight] and take into account facts which

are firmly estabì ished and universally acknowledged' The world tells its

own story and offers its own suggest ¡ ons.rr5 ' That is to say, the worìd,

with its discernable laws, is a testimony of Godrs presence.

Thus reasoning bècomes the link between the descriptions in scriptures and

knowledge gleaned from aì I other empirical sources. The foì lowing few

quotations from Radhakrishnan's various writings il ìustrate his appl ica-

tion of a rationaì approach to link¡ng authority and observation:

When we consider the empirical data of the worìd and of the hu-
man self, we are led to the idea of a Supreme who is Pure Being
and Free Activity, v.rho.dweìls in the inmost seìf of man,5'

From a study of the universe with its ordered growth and plan
which cãnnot be conceived by the mind, we infer the reaì ity of
an omniscient and omnipotent caL¡se.55

We cannot jump out of space or time, and we cannot account for
space-time structure, The rational ity of the universe suggests
that the creative power is mind or spirit.56

We cannot account for this cosmic process if we do not assume
the Divine Real ity which sustains and inspires the process.
Even as we admit a mystery behind the cosmic process, we recog-
n ize a mystery beh ind the f I ux of mental states. 5 ?

'" q!-!g P.238'

5¡ lbid. p.ì03.

'u E-Sg p.236.

" lll! P.263'

5? PCF p.33.
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It is thè presence of the lnfinite that makes us dissatified
with the f inite.5ô

Radhakrishnan sees the entire cosmos not as ultimate, but as temporaì be-

ing/realil.y, with limits to its existènce.5t He further qualifies this by

saying that the world is vivarta, or the eppg3@gg of the Absoìute.60

¡'The eternal is manifest in the temporal and the latter is the pathway to

the former. Truth in the finite aspect leads us to the infinite truthrr6¡

--and there are many ways of viewing the finite.

Religion, like phiìosophy, is an attempt to span human experience as a

whoìe, as it reìates torr...the world of objects...of nature,,,of individ-

ual subjects, their thoughts and feelings, desires and dec i s ions . . , [and]

values....rr6¿ Reasoningrs part is not so much to prove as to determine the

ontologicaì foundation of experíence, which gives cogency to aì I perspec-

tìves.63 Radhakrishnan believes impìicîtìy in the rr,..power of the human

" !9! P.3ì.
5' ln The BhagavadqÏtã as a commentary to lX.5 he says: "...the world does

not possess its specific existence in ìtself. lt has therefore only
I ¡mited and not absolute being... .The cosmic process is not a complete
manifestation of the Absolute...though this worìd is a I iving manifes-
tat ion of Cod. " (pp.239-240) ,

6o Cf. "Reply to Crìtics" p.8oO. This aì igns him with the Vivarana school
of Adval ta Vedânta, rather than the BhamãtÌ schooì which asierts the
world to be parinãma, a transformation of the Absolute. The former uses
thê aì lusion of abalone appear íng as silver, the latter refers to the
reì at ionsh ip of a spark to f i re,

6r HVL p.57. Further on this, I'The unity
an expression of it and so is a lourer
(vil.5) p.214.

" 8l p'77'

63 Cf. ibid. p.82.

is the truth and muì tipl ic ity Ìs
truth but not an i ì I us ion, " CS
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mind to lead us to aìì truth.rr6l Because it is a mode of consc¡ousness,

discurs¡ve reasoning is a legitimate way of aÞÞroachinq the real,'5 and

its being a rrmode ôf consciousnessr¡ tacitìy indicates that what we know as

the intellect, ¡s not only an instrument of knowing the Ultimate, but, in

fact, it is essentially reality itself, for consciousness is reãìityl But

due to its nature, the role of the íntel lect is fixed as that of preparing

one for the actua I exper ience i tsel f. 6 6

Radhakrishnan constantìy reiterates that reason and intuition idealìy work

hand-in-hand --one aìways within the other or as a part of the other. At

one point in he comments: rrThe Divine

Reality is determined by a number of intellectual co-ordinates; and their

justification is Ìn those rare moments when the veil is I ifted and we

catch a gì impse of the Absoìute.rr6? Sympatheticaì ly we verífy the gì impse,

articulate it in symbol, give it meaníng. The resuìt is rrNaturaì Theolo-

gy".

one of the most important points in Radhakrishnan¡s thought is that (prac-

tically speaking) the personal God to whom the worshipper relates is the

very Absolute in the world context. lt must be remembered, however, that

the concept of God is not, uìtimately, God.63 Radhakrishnan unraveìs the

51 rrThe Spir it in l'lan" p.481+. Cf . Bl p.157:
real ity is accessible to reason because it

6s Cf, IVL p.l0!. Cf, also Br Su p,l0!.
5 6 cf. "Reply to cr i t ics'! pp,79\-795.

6? ERWT p.318.

rrThe under ìy ing structure of
is the product of reason.rl
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seeming paradox by saying that all rrknowledgerr within the worìd context

falls short of completèness, for as long as there is a distinction bètween

the perceiver and what is perceived, rr...knowledge of a thing and its be-

ing" remains distinct.6' lt ìs only in the moment of the intuitive

gì ímpse, or religious insight, that the Absolute' reality, is known in its

pur i ty and uìt¡mate nature.To

This section has focused upon the status Radhakr ishnan accords a rational

inquiry into Ultimate Reality, having establ ished the context of need. He

writes that a rational approach must necessarily concern itself with the

apparent --the world of phenomena and personalities-- and that the intel-

ìect as an operative tooì for understanding is fused with intuition. As

for thè mechanics of discovery, from the muìtiplicity of forrns, reason en-

visions --in various languages-- the reality behind and beyond. Finaììy,

Radhakr ishnan emphasizes that although our logical knowìedge can give us

an approx¡mation to the rrfactl of ultimate reality, it does not afford a

direct grasp of it, sañyaqjñãna, and articulation in thought of the nature

of anything is quite different from experience of it.?¡

óe Cf . I'The Spirit in l,lan" p.498.

6' Cf. IVL p.ll4.
?o Cf, l!.!. p.35; aìso lP Vol I pp.38-39.

?t Cf, RF p.l0l.

T.
a'
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The Exper i ence of Rea I i ty (

acqua i ntance.
: knowì edge by

Spiritual apprehension insists on a participation of the knowing
subject in the spiritual real ity, a touching (haptus) and tast-
ing (qustus) of the object of knowledge. We see, feel and taste
the truth. This is the immediate awareness of Being itseìf, lt
is exper ience by participation, by a renewal of the self....The
intimations of this type of experience are to be found...in thè
realms of metaphysics and reì igion [and] aìso in art and commun-
iÕn with nature.,..we are l¡fted out of deta¡ìed contact with
the wor ld of change and success ion i nto an exper ience of un i ty
and pernanence, t 2

The exper ience of real Ìty, Radhakrishnan says, is the universal eìement

which embraces ãll the religions as religion, For the most part he uses

the vocabulary of perception to descr ibe the encounter: "l,lhat we aim at

is not lLijlLlJg but gljg.r'?3 This vision, daréana, --which signif ies

vidyã, pratyaksa,-- is the correlate of salvation, !!9!Sg. "' 0f "percep-

tion'r, Radhakr ishnan speaks in terms of I'consc iousnessrr ; as he admits, in

his ontological understanding, he basically follows 'sankara and the Adva-

ita Vedãntic tradition, lt is not within the scope of this thesis to ful-

ly treat Radhakrishnanrs description of the rrf ield'r or content of the ex-

perience, al though Section 5.1 below incìudes its major and structural

elenents.

Radhakrishnan deals most ful ly wÌth the characteristics, the affirmations,

" BL pp.105-106.

?¡ Br Su p.108.

?a See IVL p.108. A preception and realization of the nature of reality
in the objective world is, reflectiveìy, insight into the nature of
onets sel f.
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and the expressions of the religious experience, ìn An ldeal ist Vi

L!þ and in Reliqion in a Chanqinq World.?5 He admits that the nature of

the experience can only be related in terms of impressions, and observes:

rrlt is a typê of experience which is not cìearly differentiated into a

subject-object state, an integral, undivided consciousness in which not

mereìy this or that side of manrs nature but his whole being seems to fìnd

itseìf. lt is a condition of consciousness in which feel ings are fused,

ideas meìt into one another, boundaries broken and ordinary distinctions

transcended. Past and present fade away in a sense of timeless being.

Consciousness and being are not there different from each other. Aìì be-

ing is consciousness and all consciousness being, Thought and reaìity

coalesce and a creative merging of subject and object results....the dis-

tinction of the knower and the known disappears.r'?é

Radhakr ishnan draws a I ine between the spir ituaì awareness wh ich def ines

religiosity and other cognitional activities. The latter aìso give the

individuaì an understanding of facts and phenomena but in a limited and

fragmented way.?7 The rrintuitiverr --as Radhakrishnan calìs it-- or spirit-

ual perception of real ity, corresponds to a special rrmoderr of conscious-

ness,?' rr,..an independent functioning of the human mind,..possessing an

autonomous character . . , someth i ng inward...wh¡ch unìfies all values and or-

?s See IVL pp.72-77, RCW pp.ì04-106.

" l! p.72. Cf. Br Su p,244.

?? Cf. IVL p,69, Logicaì, moral, intelìectual and aesthetic activitiès
each can give us indirect approximations of the fact of real ity, of
truth, but not a grasp of it in its wholness.

'r lbid. p,99.
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ganizes alì experiences.rr, t The nature of the intuitive experience is an

apprehension of the reaì, a non- discursive, immediate cognition: aparok-

sãnubhüti ìokottaraifrãna or pratyaksa. Hereìn the perceiver enters into

union and communion with the perceived, lt is the rêsponse of the whoìe

man, the whole personaì ity with its totaì ity of facuìties and energies, as

the integrated self, to rèal ity as a whoìe, "Sanlyaqdaréana or integraì

insightrr is the phrase Radhakr ishnan uses to express the unification of

the mind's various activities in rr i ntu i t ionrr . ¡ 0

The bel ief that ultimate reaì ity can be immediately apprehendèd in its

unity is a featured proposition of Eastern and l.lestern reì igíons al ike,

Radhakr ishnan emphasizes, His rationale for the existence of this common

assèrtion is that the objects of intuition are.r-gli¡Eg, rather than

created by the perce.¡ver: both man and the worìd of experience are ex-

pressions of the real. The impìication is, that rel igion may be under-

stood as the real perceiving itself, or as the reaì being conscious and

conscious of itself. lntuition is then its own affirmation.s¡ lntuition

is rr...sèlf-established (svatassiddha) self-evidencing (svasarivedya)

self-iuminous (svayam-prakãéa)... it knows and isrr.ô2

The ìanguage in which the fuììest encounter with reaiity or truth is de-

', lbid, p.69.

3 0 Cf . rrThe Spir it in llan" p.487.

3r There Ìs no room, ín this case, for contradiction or sublat¡on. Seè IVL
p, /J and HVL p,ì3,

t' lV! p.73. Cf. RCW p.l0l and rrRepìy to Criticsrr p.792,
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scribed is nebulous, and necessariìy so. However, there are aìso ìesser

forms of ins ight. Radhakr i shnan notes two reasons for th i s. one i s owing

to the fact that the reaìms of perception themselves admìt intermed¡ate

degrees and levels of reality.Bs The other has to do with the make-up of

the perceiving mind. ln the introduction to lndian Philosophy, Volume

one, Radhakrishnan discusses the various views of real ity as they are

translated into the philosophical and religious school of both East and

t,lest. He writes: rr,..whether a system lof understanding] turns out to be

atheistic or theistic is determinêd by the attention paid to the absolute

under the aegis of which the drama of the universe is enacted.rrs4

Thus Radhakrishnan differentiates profound spiritual perceptions --those

of the mystics-- and rrmÌlderrr forms which are more common and marked

rr..,in the experience of ¿ll who feel an answering presence in deep devo-

tion or share the speì I which great works of art cast.rr He says: rr,.,when

we experience the illumination of new knowìedge, the ecstasy of poetry or

the subordination of self to something greater,,..the se ì f -aba ndonment of

falìing in ìove, we have faint gl impses of mystic moods. Human love prob-

ably takes us nearest to them.rr ln his writings Radhakrishnan speaks much

of the spirituaì power or value of love. lt has the power to be'r...a

portal through which we entèr the realm of the sublime.rr.5

s! Cf, !B Vol I, p.40, He aìso writes: rrNo element of our experience is
illusory, though every element of it has a degree of reality according
to the extent to which it succeeds in expressing the nature of the
reaì." (Iy! p.z0l.)

ô'!B Vot.1, p.41. Radhakr ishnan aìso mentions the effect of various per-
sonal 'rdispositions" producing poetry, art et cetera.

65 IVL p,73.
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0ne of the eìements of Radhakrishnanrs definition of reìigion-as-percep-

tion, ís his distinction between the nature of the experience and the ex-

pressed content of the experience: the intuition and the i nterpretat ion. 3 6

I'lf experience is the soul of religion,r' he writes in An ldeaìist View of

!¡þ, "expression is that through which it fuìfills its destiny.r'3?

ln the process of the experience being communicated, there is the mentaì

operation of reflection upon the perceptíon; then íts translation into a

language of image and symbol, within a unified system of thought. The use

of images, symboìs and concepts is inherent in our mental nature. our

thinking is intimateìy connected to the worìd of things around us; one ex-

per ience is expressed most often in terms of others, though the levels may

be quite different, ln Recovery of Faith he writes: rrÌ.le cannot recover

the oriEinal unity by means of philosophicãl reflection wh¡ch interprets

the direct exper ience. The experience cannot be verbal ized. Yet as we

live in two worlds, the trans¡ent and the eternaì, wê must understand

the¡r reìationship and express the meaning of the eternal in the terms of

the trans ient.rrr s

vlhile poêtry, art, and science formulate and relate the milder forms of

insight, rêligious scriptures record the profound intuitions.!e As records

of dêÞth experiences, they are not sinpìe, isolated narratives or descr ip-

6' Cf. RF p.l4lr,

å? l! p.144.

" Bl pp.l44-145 (underscor ing mine).

3' cf ' 89! P'35'
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tions, Rather, each rel igious experience is interpreted and connonìy

bound up with a whole compìex, a theological system. And thìs system j¡

toto happens to suggest, direct and effect a re-experiencing of reality by

others,e0 ln othèr words what a traditionts scriptures provide in regis-

tering these special visions, is r'...a certain metaphysical conception of

the nature of the Absoìute, the human souì and the worìd and also a cer-

tain way of attaining union with the Absolute or God.rrer That is to say

they provide a perceptual frame for the members of that tradition.

Though Radhakrishnan has a dictum that rrlntuitions abide, whiìe interpre-

tations changerr,'2 he also speaks of the ¡nextricability of intuition and

interpretation, lntuÌtion or insight, though spontaneous, unmediated, is

at the same time both cultivated and refíned by thought.

The worìdts religions each represent a vaìued experience of truth but for-

mulate it differentìy.e3 Also within one rel igion, when we view differènt

historical periods, we see various formulatíons or expressions of what is

real. The formulations are phiìosophical, and at best, Radhakrishnan

maintains, can rr,..present an ideaì reconstruction.rr Uìtimateìy the Real,

Spirit, transcends all categories.e. Each reì igionrs ¡rconceptrr should

'o Cf .. ERWT p. J20 .

'r RF p,144.

" lJ! p.71. cf. BL p.77.

t3 I'The different crèeds are the historical formuìations of the formless
truth, I,lhile the treasure is one and inviolabìe, the earthen vêssel
that contains it takes the shape and colour of ¡ts environment." ERWT
p.327. cf. PcF p.!6.
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therefore be regarded r¡not in the spirit of logic but of poetryr¡, lnevi-

tably, the rr...abstractions of the inteìlect require to be converted into

the actual ¡ty of spirituaì experience and the concrete vision of the

soul ."e5 There knowledge and bêing coalesce. ln t¡

llestern Thought Radhakrishnan writes: rrThe claim of any religion to vaìid-

ity ¡s the fact that only through it have its foì loþrers become what they

are. They have grown up wÌth it, and it has become a part of their be-

ing.""

Reconcil iation of the Various Formuìations of the Nature of Real ity, as
Recorded Ìn the Scriptures (Samanvaya) : the goal.

l,líth the understanding that each rel igious tradition has an I'experimental

character'r, one must come to terms with the variety of reports on the na-

ture of reality as presented in the different canons, Some even striking-

ly contradict each other in their accounts of the Absolute and the mechan-

ics of cosmic order. For Radhakrishnan, part of the knowìedge of Ultimate

Reality --part of being religious-- is an acknowìedgement of the necessity

to reconc i ì e the var ¡ous fa i ths wi th each other and wi th modern i ty. He

writes: rrBeì iefs that fostèr and promote the spiritual ì ife of the soul

must be in accordance with the nature and the laws of the world of reality

with which it is their ãim to bring us into harmony.rre?

9a Cf, lP Vol . 2, p.\3.

Pr inc ipì e UÞanígads p,97.

ERl,,T p.327.96
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The first three g!@ consider scríptural teaching, a rational approach

to the content, and the way to "..,assimilate into our being the truth

heard and reflected uponr'. The fourth suggests the reconciliation of au-

thority, logic, and life.e' Addressíng the study of religion, the mandate

is to rr,,.preserve the precious substance of religious reaìity by trans-

lating ¡t out of the modes and thoughts of other times ínto terms and

needs of our own day and genêration,'ree

Radhakrishnan speaks of ridding religion of rrmythological bel iefs and dog-

marrroo which anesthesize man, but at the same time he recognizes the per-

ennial wisdom at the base of each reì igion. l'lodern man must deveìop dis-

crimination and weed out of rel igion what is no longer adequate and

appl icable. ln Recovery of Faith he writes: rrWe are in search of a reiig-

ious message that is distinctive, universally val id, sufficient and au-

thoritative, one that has an understanding of the fresh sense of truth and

the awakened sociaì passion which are the prominent characteristics of the

reìigious situation today....l,le must present struggl ing and aspir¡ng hu-

manity with a rational faith...a new vision of God....r'r01

Radhãkrishnan gives the intellectuaìs the role and duty of working for a

" HVL p. 14.

'r Cf. rrThe lndian Approach to the Religious Probìemfi

t'RF p.8.

¡o0 Cf. rrEast and Westrr, An addrèss to thê East-West
ence, Honoluìu, Juìy 1959, in qslll Third series,

'o'BL P.74.

p.l8l.

Phi losopher s Confer-
July 1959-1962 p,23\.
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universal society, and takes th¡s as hÌs own role and duty in life. To aìl

(professional) phiìosophers he says: "vJe should be men of a universal cast

of mind, capable of interpreting peoples to one anothêr and developing a

faith that is the onìy antidote to fear.¡rro2 rrlt is the function of phi-

losophy,¡r he wr ites i n I ist Vi ife "to provide us with a

spirituaì rallying centre, a synoptic vision, as Pìato ìoved to called it,

a Sê.|]y3E, as the Hindu thinkers pul it, a philosophy which wiì ì serve

as a spirituaì concordat, which wììì free the spîrít of reìigion from the

disintegrations of doubt and make the warfare of creeds and sects a thing

of thè past,rrr o r

tot !!I p.47. I'lan is fearful and anxious because he sees the finiteness
of his exìstence, and this is onìy emphasized by the dehumanization
and depersonal ization of the technological age. ln a speech to the
I ì th sess ion of the UNESCO Genera I Counc i I in Par is, Nov. 1960 

'Radhakrishnan expresses the same message: rrlt [the world] wilì be
united onìy if we learn to reconcilê different civilizations and re-
ìigious traditions, with theír different presuppositions and values,
with their different economic systems and politicaì respons ib i I i t ies.rl
ryI Thìrd series, Juìy 195!-1962, p.99. cf . 8L p,17.

'o'lrt p.65'



PART III

RADHAKRISHNAN'S l''lETH000LoGY: DEI4YTHoL0GIZATI0N AS AN

I NTE RPRETAT IVE TOOL

rrTrue knowledge of re'l igion breaks down the barrier between
fa ith and f aith,rrrol

Cìifford l'lanshardt, The I'tahatma and the l'lissionary (1949) p.l3t.
Quotêd in rlHinduismlr, osl.lr Third Serìes, July1959-1962 p,2\1 .



Chapter 3

II4PORTANCE OF REL IG IOUS STUD I ES AND A HEUR IST IC PROPOSAL

Rãdhakrishnanrs most concentrated and forthright statements on the method

for study can be found in in Rel i (1933), a series of

lectures on Comparative Religion given at oxford in 1929, in the first

chapter of Eastern Rel is'rllts a¡d !c!Ìeü (1939) , in h i s essay I'The

Reìigion of the Spirit and the t.lorìd's Needs: Fragments of a Confession¡'

which is an autÕbiographical contribution to a voìume dedicated to his

phíìosophy,ro5 and in a number of lectures and sPeeches directed to the

Union for the Study of Great Rel igions, the UNESCo General Council, the

Sanskrit Visvaparisad, and to numerous universitiesr and conferencesr in-

augurãtions.ro6 ¡lost of the above mentioned writings have been prime

sources for this chaptèr, supplemented by other writings' especially the

rd (t967)

and The P r e sen:LjrþLs of le! Lh (,1970).

'o. edited by Paul Arthur
Schiììp (1952), The Library of Living Philosophers Series'

r06 Thê lndian Government has publ ished four volumes of ÞLlglglllPeeghes
and Wr i t i nqs. Th i s ser ies covers the per iod beg inn ing october ì 952,
when Radhakrishnan was vice-president of lndia, up till I'lay 1964.

l+!
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The Study of Rel igion

Radhakrishnan traces formal studíes in the worìdrs religions in Et a$!

vlest i! Bllj qj e¡, He addresses it generaily as Comparative Rel ígíon¡0?

and notes its beginnings and history in eccìesiastica¡ settings --mostly

Christian-- and that its la!.s49!3!re derived from Christian missionary

activities and concurrent apoìogetics.¡03 Progression in Comparative Re-

ligion was marked generaìly by a change of setting, and concretely in the

works of scholars --mainly I inguists and anthropologists-- who opened and

presented a lever to a wider, more objective study. Some of the most sí9-

nificant early works in the field that Radhakrishnan mentions are llax

lïÍjlìerrs: his editorship of thê SêqIed Boqktof the Eagt series and his

is ion (1909).

tven with Comparative ReligionÌs move out of the seminaries and into the

academy there were stlìl problems associated with too narrow an approach

to rrotherl rel igions and rrotherrr cultures. This situation was magnified by

the ongoing refinement of history and of science. Especiaì ly the ìatter

revolutionized commonìy accepted ideas concerning man, thought, ìanguage,

the history of ideas, and the order of things. rrThe complex ideas of mod-

ern science and history seem to have caused a complete inner crisisrr, he

¡07 Radhakrishnan uses the term loosely here, The term rrcomparative re-
ligionrr came into use around 1869, initially as a synonym for the
r¡science of reì igionrr. The inauguration of this new titìe for reì ig-
¡ous studies occurred in thè shadow of the Theory of Evolution, and
marked a criticaì turning point in the approach and method of the dis-
cipl ine. See Sharpe, Comparative Reliqion pp,30-3ì,

Basically the r¡methodrr involved a comparison of two religions. one
was heìd as authority, and the other shown against this foil to be in-
adequate or unevolved wÌth respect to its capability to 'rsave".
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writes in Reìiqion in a Chanqinq Worìd,¡0e a crisis chal lenging or rather

demandíng a review and rethinking of the pursuit of knowledge, in particu-

lar its approach. The ¡mmediate effect on Comparãtive Religion was the

reaì ization of how I'impressionistictr its conclusions were. lt also found

itself admitting the necessity of reexamining rr,..the sources and vaìidity

ef [personal ly] accepted views.rrrro

As part of the movement within Comparative Reì igion, Radhakr ishnan himself

wrote in 1929t "Science is forcing us ínto even cìoser proximity and is

weaving mankind into strange new patterns....We reaìize that there are

other worìds and other systems of thought and reìigion than our own....and

ít is difficult to shut our eyes to their vitalÌty,ttrrr A fresh approach,

he pointed out, was not only necessary for the study of ¡rotherrr tradi-

tions, but would also enabìe a person to recognize hÌs or her own reì ig-

ious traditíon as one amÕng mâny traditions, all of which are in creative

transformatìon. Radhakr ishnan was one of the vanguards who insisted on

ney, parameters for Comparative Reì igion. He spoke of Comparative Rel ig-

ionrs aim and educationaì role as being to unfold the depth and breadth

and 4L! ref lectèd ¡n the cìa¡ms and content of each rel igion. lt was not

in spite of, but through an acknowledgement of their diversity that alì

rel igions were to be reconciìed as rel igion. The scholar must guard

'o' @ P'39'
t'o B!.U p.36, Cf. rrFragments" p, ì8.

"' !!|B p,25. He had written a few pages earì ier (p.21): rrThe change
which the recent [c..l929] study of Comparative Rel igíon has brought
about is a change equally in the spirit of approach and the exactness
of data. "
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against elevating one tradition and deprecating another as an aberration

or a relatively primitive approach. His or her main chal lenge is to gain a

fresh sense of the heart of a reìigion, that is' its eternal seed ideas

and its salvific powers. He spoke of more than intellectual satisfaction

in this. rrwhen properìy studied,rr he writes, "Comparative Rel igion in-

creases our confidence in the Universaì ity of God and our respect for the

human race.r'rr2 And insofar as this is actualized' study itself becomes

sanctified.

The thrèad on which Radhakrishnan strings the beads of his methodology

most obviously runs through Recovery of Faith and rrFragmentsrr: ¡r!/Je do not

want a new religion but we need a new enlarged understanding of the old

reì igïons,rtrt3 rrVle must endeavour to frame a coherent system of general

ideas in terms of which the different types of lreìigious] experience can

be interpretêd.rrtr¿ Radhakr ishnan here again emphasizes that the contempo-

râry task for Comparative Rel igion is not to win the world for this or

that faith, but to interpret and reconcile reìigious differences, thus

rr,.,preserving reìigion itself from the decay which is overtaking existing

systems.r'rrs ln ã speech in 'l9551r6 he acknowledges some of the organiza-

tions working to cultivate a fair and free atmosphere for ínter-rèl igious

"'EB P.32.

"" B! P'199.

¡ 11 l'Fragments" p'27 ,

¡¡s EVR p.20.

1r6 lnauguraì Address, Union for the Study of the Great Rèl igions (lndian
Branch) llay 29,1955, 0SWr 0ct.1952-Feb.1959, p.3O2.
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studies, namely, The Vlorld Aì ì iance for Friendship through Rèl igion and

Church Peace Union (1914), The Society for the Study of Rel igion (l!24),

rhe Vorìd Congress of Fãiths (ì933), vlorìd Spirituaì Council (l9l+6) ' and

llorìd Brotherhood (1950), Hè aìso points to the grÕwing number of extra-

theological departments in European unÌversities, and the efforts of

UNESC0, in which he himseìf played a prominent role.rtT

Studying Rel igion Scientifical ly

Basic to understanding Radhakrishnanrs redefinition of Comparative Reì ig-

ion is recognizing his conviction of the universal¡ty of rel igionrrs and

his assumption that the relationship between rel igions ìs one not of con-

flict but of complementarity: samanvava. He asks Comparâtive Religion,

as a ¡rparticular method of treating reìigion" to establ ish itself an alti-

tude or metavÌew so that it may appreciate this. He writes: "Each reì ig-

ion is unìque so far as îts form is concerned, We can hoìd that our par-

ticular formuiation is val id formuìation of truth without denying the

validity of other forms.rrrrt Taking the lèad, what he himself tries to

trace out as a Rel igious Studies scholar is in his wordstr...a world per-

spective which wilì include the philosophical insights of all the worldrs

rt? Reference Ìs made here to his invoìvement with the League of Nations
and UNESCO fron 1937 to 1952.

tt. Any visible differences among faiths are rr.. 'overarched by a fundamen-
tal unity of vision and purpose which embrases all mankind.rr oSWr l4ay
1962-Aay 1964, p.238.

¡¡¡ llReligion and Universal Society", osvlr Third seriès, July1959-1962
p .223.
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great traditions... not a sÌngìe phiìosophy whích wouìd annihilate dif-

ferences of perspective, but [an understanding where] there must be agree-

ment on basic perspectives and ultimate vaìues,rr'o

Studying rel igion must become scientific,r¿¡ Radhakrishnan writes, The

recommendations for a sc¡entific approach to Religious Studies begin with

the observation that Science and Religion haverr.,.an essential similarity

of purpose in seeking truth.rrr22 The two are aìso similar in naturê. The

ídeas and concepts which are generated in both discipl ines are nÕt exact

mirror images of reality. Rather they are symbol ic and indicative, forming

patterns and categories which order and interreìate observations and expe-

riences. As in rel igion, RadhakrÌshnan says, the pronouncements of sci-

ence include a measure of faith --on the part of the experimenter or ex-

pìorer-- in the wholenèss and continuity of nature.r23 The key instrument

in estabì ishíng knowledge and meaning is reason, and the ultimate test of

truth is experimental, experiential verification.r¿1 The strength of sci-

ence as such, in its quest for knowledge, is given to its constant inteì-

¡2o Sbk lP p.xxxi. Reference is made to both interreligious and intrareli-
gious reconciì iations. Cf, OSWr Vol l-2 p,335.

'2¡ one of the first schoìars to suggest a scientific approach, in fact,
the Science of Reìigion, was F. I'lax fiüller in .l867; the concepts of
Rel iqionswissenschaft and la sciênce des rel íEions had previously been
suggested by other scholars, although not to the same effect, Cf.
Sharpe, ions pp.30-31 .

'"' 89! P.78.

t" Cf, RS p.157. Radhakr ishnan holds that there is an imagÌnary leap
from real ity to theory and vica-versa, in both science and rel igion.
cf . 89lJ p.7À.

¡2' The link is via speculation and proposition rather than logicaì deri-
vat i on,
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lectuaì questioning, its admissiôn of the provisionality of its judgements

and its universaì ity of perspective. Aìl go together to promote interna-

tionaì communication and cooperation, and thus contr¡bute to human bond-

íng, as wel I as the foundation of knowledge,

ln regard to method, Science purports to confine itseìf to an abstract

frame, and aims to deal with fact by deaìing with observed data. To apply

the equation to Comparative Rel igion, the correlate of fact is reality,

and of data, rel igious experience as recorded in the var¡ous scriptures.

Although he openly admits the limÌtationsr25 of a purely analyticaì/empir-

ical approach to understanding religion, Radhakrishnan approves its appl i-

cation when tempered with a large dash of rrintuitionrr, understood as an

extens ion of f aith.

Radhakrishnan lauds the "universal ityrr of the scientific community, and

looks forbrard to a fraternity of scièntific metaphysicians bound in their

attitude of dispassion and non-al ignment --yet in openmindedness and empa-

thy-- who are spurred on by a common faith in the significance of humanity

and its spiritual evoìution.r'z6 He emphasizes that to adopt a scientific

platform for Comparative Religion is to speak a common ìanguage. The sci-

¡'zs Radhakr ishnan speaks of Science yielding onìy isoìated parcels of
knowledge, and of it foster ing a narrow mentaì ity in its demand for
speciaìization; in addit¡on, the push for technological advance though
initially inspiring man with a sense of awe at his achievements, iron-
ically ìeaves him feeling hìs world dehumanized and his link with na-
ture broken. Science, Radhakrishnan says, is not sufficient, but part
of a wider concern in understanding,

r¿6 Radhakr ishnan urges that a psychological oneness is needed to underpin
the physical unity of the globe.
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entific frame is now Part of the outìook of even ordinary men and women,

and it pìays a significant roìe in determining the sensibil ities of the

age, I'lf systems of philosophy are themseìves determined by historical

c ircumstance¡r, he wr i tes, "there is no reason why the methods adopted

should not take into account the needs and conditions of the age. Each

interpreter [of rel igion] appeals to hís own generation.rrr2?

Demy t ho I og izat ion

ln Rel iqion in a changing Worìd Radhakrishnan clearìy lays down his posi-

tion vis-à-vis the plurality of religions: I'There are many descriptions of

God, they are points of víew I SarÍrvriti] 'rrr23 The heuristic device he pro-

poses is thereforê a comprehensive meta-view of the various traditionaì

descriptions, and one which wiì I respect the richness and diversity of

each view. I'The issue for reìigion in our day is not in regard to doctri-

nal differences or ritual disagreements, but Ìt concerns the very exis-

lglggjll-lsillgþ!. "t,' Each religion is a system of thought rooted in a

particuìar perspective of real itylthe Supreme,/truth. What must be exam-

ined by the student of religion, Radhakr ishnan says' are' from a metasys-

temrs point of analysis, the limits within which each tradition unfolds

rel igious experience, in particuìar' as it is formulated in scripture'

r2t'rFragments" p.13,

¡zr Rc|¡l p. ì04. cf.
point of view".
EWR p.37.

r2,'rFragmentsrrp.25

9¡__! p.29, vrhere he translates sarirvf iti as rrrelative
Radhakr ishnan acknowìedges ten major rel igions. Cf.

(u nder scor ing m ine) .
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Bearing in mind that a tradition legitimizes itself in constant growth

(and to fol low this organic iriage, constant sìoughing off) , a rel igious

text must be reexamined to see what is vital, what is atrophic and there-

fore a burden, what is the universal, perennial core, and what are the

temporaì, cont ingent components .

Radhakrishnan maintaíns that there are certain seed-ideas or eternal

truths embedded in the scriptures of al I faiths. These are continuously

fol ìowed by the genèrations of faithful adherents, and recounted in voca-

bularies attached to particular times and miì ieus,¡30 What may bè a rea-

sonable account at one time and in one context, may, depending on the psy-

chologicaì idiom, seem unreasonable and unreal istic in another.

Nonetheìess there is a commonaì ity in the dynamics of rel igious experience

as a phenomenon3 a common contact with the Supreme which idêntifies spir-

itual life.¡3¡ lt is that which must be personaìly uncovered and rediscov-

ered .

Approaching the study of reì igion as a hermeneuticaì concern,

Radhakrishnan sets out a programme of demythologization, proposing to

strip alray alì accret¡ons of myth, dogma, and superstition, which clutter

and obscure the essent¡al message of the spirituaì text, and then to res-

tate thàt message. He writes¡ "The ìiving faÌths of mankind carry not

onìy the inspiration of centuries but also the encrustat¡ons of error.¡l

¡30 rrldeas do not come to birth in vacuo, lRadhakrishnan writes in !8!TJ.
Thèir growth is moìded by the kind of mind that thinks then and the
conditions in which they are thought.r' p.326.

¡3¡ cf. !! p.188.
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This "error" occurs in the 'anaìysis and Înterpretation of exier iencer32

and it is necessary to reinterpret and réstate what is tradi.i.i.onal and em-

bodied in their texts' and in frèsh terms 'r,".more re'levant tc our own ex-

perience, to our own predicament,rrr33 ln sharper ìanguage3 "Reìigions need

to be rid of thèir irrationality, reactionary sociaì character and of pro-

vincial Ìsm,rr¡3¿ Radhakrishnan says that one must discriminate between dog-

ma and that in a religion whichrr,,.insists on a change of consciousness

for which al I else is the means.rr¡3s
1

rrTo appreciate the meaning of a rel igious idea or symbol, we riust find out

the valuè it expressès and achieves'¡,¡36 Radhakrishnan says in articulat-

ing the âttitude for Comparatíve Reìigion. rrlf we ìook upon our lthat i-s,

each rel igion's] dognatic formulations as approximations to the truth and

not truth Ìtseìf, then we must be prepared to modify them if we find other

propositions whîch enter deeper into reality.'trst

The tools which the inquirer is to bring to the study, are what

Radhakrishnan considers the best features of Eastern and Western thinking.

r3'z I'Repìy to Critics" P.79lr.

133 ffFragments" p.75, Cf. ERWT p.116: rrUe can understand only so much of
the divine truth as has some correspondence with our own nature and

.i ts past deve I opment.rl

r 3 ¡ osl,lr l'lay 1962-l'lay 196\ p.216. cf . a I so p. 222 .

"" 89 P.54.

t., EUB p.52. The scr iptures of religions are to be considered analogous'
not ì iteraì descriptions of God and the world and so treated in the
spirit of poetry, rather than ìogic' Cf. IVL p.7.l.

r!? osblr Vol ì-2 p.309. Cf. RCvl p.43.
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From the latter, the inquirer should obtain ¡ntellectuaì integrity, ratio-

cination and criticaì anaìysis; from the former, he should draw Ìntuitive

thinking, introspection and detachment,rst rrHistory poses our problems,

and if we restate oìd principles in new ways, ìt is not becâuse we will to

do so but because we must.'r, Radhakrishnan writes in the introduction to

his examination of the Bhagavadgitã. He continues: rr.,.a restatement of

the truths of eternity in the âccents of our time is the only way in which

a great scripture can be of I iving value to mankind,r'

ln the same breath he addresses Hermeneutics pg!__!g: rrtvery scripture has

two sides, one temporary and períshable,...and the other eternaì and impe-

rishable....The inteì lectual expression and the psychological idiom [which

des¡gnate the firstl are the products of time whiìe the permanent truths

are capable of being lived and seen by a higher than intel lectual vision

ât aìl times.rrrse

This "higher than intel lectuaì visionrr is, in his mind, intuitive knowì -

edge mediated by critical anaìysis,r1o The two complèment each other to

produce reason. And it is reason, through its relation to actual experi-

ence, which provides new categories for a contemporary frame in wh¡ch to

interpret and understand the various rel igions, For their part, new cat-

For the sc¡entific student of rel igion, vairãqya, detachment, is es-
sential, lt is this personal aìoofness which opens him or her to the
sp¡rit of what he or she studies, and to an intuitive knowìedge, which
may then be transposed into an inteì lectuaì notation. See rrRepìy to
Cr i t icsrr p.793.

!g pp'6-7.

cf, "Reply to critics" p.794,
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egor ies alìow the discovery of new content ¡n thè truths of the oìd tradi-

t i ons '

Demythoìogization as a comprehensive Program is nowhere systematically and

extensiveìy formuìated by Radhakr ishnan, but there are some parameters and

considerations for text-reinterpretation found in his writings, which

point to it:

Only those parts of the tradition which are logically coherent
are to be accepted,..and not the whoìe tradition.l'¡

Our interpretation of rêl igious experience nust be in conformity
wÌth the findings of science.¡¡¿

When authorities confìict.,,when, for example, the Ne'/{ Testament
and the Qurran confl ict, we cannot assume that the author of one
had better opportunities of knowing the truth than the other, we
must turn to some other criterÌon, e'g' the rational ity of their
contents. r ¿ 3

\,Je discriminate between authentic experience and spur ious ones
by their conforrflity with knowledgê attained by other means
Iscience for example] and ethical fruitfulness.¡1'

We should free the concept of the Divine from all objective and
anthropomorph ic attr ibutes. r's

lf the message of religions is to be articuìated in relat¡on to
the probìems of our age, we must give uP the view that any one
reì igion contains the final absolute and whoìe truth, and adoPt
the eastern attitude that the faith is realized in historic pat-
terns, though nÕ one of these patterns shouìd regard itself as

¡¿t HVL p.16. Radhakrishnan does not deny the value Õf tradition, forrrit
hab brought us to where we are" but we rrmust see the past as pastrr.

¡¿2 lbidr p.16, cf. r¡science and Rel igion" in oswr t'lay 1962-nay 196\,
p '259.

"" lJt P'13.

raa RCH p.l08.

t'" @ P.l3l '
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the sole and excìusive truth for aì ì,r'6

We are in search of a reì igíous message that is dîstinctive,
universaì ly val id, sufficient and authoritative, one that has an
understanding of the fresh sense of truth and the awakened so-
cial passion which are the prominent characteristics of the re-
I ig ious s i tuat ion today, ¡ 1?

Adopting An ldeal View of Religion: Superiority of the Hindu Perspective

For aì I that Radhakrishnan states about the worldrs rel igions being

rr...varied manífestations of the essentiaìs of true religion'r,rra each

historical view being a'r...possible, perfect experience of the Divine,

capable not in spite of, but because of its pecuì iarity of leading us to

the highestrr,¡" his concìusive observation is that in fact the worIdrs

religions are related as closer and further approximations of reality, ---

but mostly further and mostly partial, The closest and truest approxima-

tion is found in the statêments and writings of the ancient lndian seers.

So it is to the texts which incorporate their insights that the schoìar

should turn for support in deveìoping the comprehensive worìd-outìook.rso

r'5 oSWr Voì l-2 pp.335-336. Generaì ìy, "The test of a true faith is the
extènt to which it transforms the individual and the social order.rl
¿91 p.lì5. Cf. ERWT p.40 where Radhakr ishnan attacks what he sees as
now useless elemênts in Christianity.

"'BI P'74'

"'!9I P.56.

r1' Cf . ERWT p.327, IVL p.13, rrl'ly Search for Truth¡r p,J6 and E-S p,158,

r50 Radhakrishnan on this poìnt iììustrates the rruniversal|r att¡tude of
lndians by referr¡ng to the contemporary lndian secular state whichrr...deals impartial ly with al ì rel igions... [and]...adopts the phi loso-
phy of active co-existence among the reì igions of the World.rr PCF
p.152,
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Radhakrishnan contracts his recommendation by saying: "The g]-!gl!__es_:-gsj_-

ated with Sanskrít gives us a view which is not exclusive but universal, a

kind of religion which is most su¡ted to the modern condition.r'rsr This

referènce is further narrowed to the Hindu Derspective being most capable

of reconcil ing the various reì igions. By design, Hindu phiìosophy

rr,..seeks the unity of reìigion not in a common creed but in a common

quest.rtrs2 ln view of the attributes and attitudes he has set out for the

study of rel igion, he writes in Eastern Rel igions and \,lestern Thouqht:

rrHínduism adopts a rationalistic attitude in the mãtter of religion,,,lt

tries to study the facts of human life in a scientific spirit, not only

the obvious facts, the triumphs and defeats of men who sleep in spiritual

unconsc iousness, but the facts of I ifers depths."r53 ln An ldeal ist View

of Life he notes: ¡r.,.the Hindu thinkers admÌt the ineffability of the ex-

perience but permit thèmseìves a graduated scåle of interpretations from

the most rrimpersonal¡r to the most rrpersonaìrr,...The Hindu tradition by its

very breadth seems to be capable of accommodating varied reìigious concep-

tions,rr¡5¿ The thrust of lndian thought is not toward dogmatization but it

is a rationaì synthesis r',..which goes on gathering into itseìf new con-

ceptions as philosophy progresses. , , rr . ¡ s 5 lt respects the value of tradi-

rsr oSWr llay lJ62-llay ì96! p.184 (underscoring mine). ln the introduction
to Sbk lP Radhakrishnan writes rrThe close relat¡onship between theory
and practice, doctríne and I ife, has always been outstanding in lndian
thought, Every lndian system seeks the truth, not as acadenic I'knowl-
edge for its own sake'r but r¡to learn the truth which shaìì make men
f ree, " (p.xxiíi).

'u'U! P.42.

'"' EM P.20.

ts' IVL p.79, Cf. ERVJT p,lì6.
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tion, but at the same t¡me it is dedicated to a free developnent of ideas

as rrins íght and reasonrr d i rect. ¡ 5 6

Further, Radhakr ishnan holds that the germinal concepts of all forms of

Hinduism and every phase of Hinduismrs growth are tied to the rrcommon

background of Vedãnta", Vedãnta, wÌth its character of "monistic ideal-

ismrr, Radhakr ishnan maintains is ",..not a reìigion but rèligion itself in

its most universal and deepest s i gn i f i cance.rr¡ 5 ? Vedãnta, (embodied in the

prasthãna traya: the Upanigads, Brahma Sùtra and BhagavadgÌtã) is the

highest of Indian wisdom, essential 'r,..not onìy for the revival of the

lndian nation but also for the re-education of the human race.rrr5s Vedãnta

--and by this Radhakrishnan means Advaita Vedãnta-- is THE ideaì view, the

hermeneutic tool. lts forte lies in the formal recognition that if man is

to continue his spiritual development he must rr...advance to a new concep-

tion of reaìity.rtrse The epitome of Vedãnta for Radhakrishnan is thè

BhagavadgÏtã text.

Since his claim to the universality of rel igion is largely based on his

reinterpretation of Hindu scriptures, and central ly the Bhagavadgitâ, the

next chapter centers on his study of that text. lt may be hinted here

¡ss lP Voì | p,25, Aìso cf. p.8ì. Radhakrishnan emphasizes the lndian ac-
céptance of restating and reinterpreting texts, having formaìized Her-
meneut i cs i n ll imarñsa . See LSg p. 2 1 .

rs6 Sbk lP O.**,.-
r57 HVL p.18,

¡s3 rrFragments" p.ll.
¡5' lbid. p.4J.
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that Radhâkr ishnanrs methodoì ogy in Comparat ive Rêl ig ion has two phâses:

firstly he reexamines the Hindu scrîptures, and then he submits this rein-

terpretation as the ideal foil for a comparative study of the content and

messages of other religious or spirituaì writings, Christian, Buddhist,

Greek and so on. His treatment ôf the BhagavadgÎtã Ìs the apex of his de-

mythoì og izat ion program,



chapter 4

RAOHAKR ISHNAN ' S RE INTERPRETAT IoN oF THE BHAGAVADGÏTÃ

Vaìue of the Text

As an introductory comment, Radhakr ishnan wr i tês i n IE3!g.æ9.giLã.: " I t

lthe Gitä] represents not any sect of Hinduism but HÌnduism as a whole,

not merely Hinduism but rèligion as such, in its universality, without

limit of time or space, embracing within its synthesis the whole gamut of

the human spirít...r', Generaì ly it is rrboth metaphysics and ethicsrr, trthe

science of reaì ity and the art of union with real ity.rtrro By the hetero-

geneity of its content, and its structural abi I ity to accomodate as weì ì

as to reconcile muìtifarious views, the Bhagavadgitã shines as the eireni-

con in this bleak age. Just as it harmonized without destroying the vari-

ous creeds, codes, and different systems, which formed the matrix of lndi-

an thought in the days of its inception as a text, transformîng them

'r...into aspects of a more inward relígion, free, subtle, and pro-

found.,.rr,rcr "o it can address the present situation of religious plural-

ism.

"o & P.i2.
¡ór lbid. p.74.
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To Radhakr ishnan, the Gitã is indubitabìy the clearest embodiment of the

Sanãtana Dharma/PhíìosoÞhia Perennis. Not onìy does it provide the most

accurate account of the Absolute and the cosmic process, but, by emphasìz-

íng the personal aspect of the Supreme rr.,,as the personaì God who creates

the perceptible worìd by His nature (prakJti) . .. land who] resides in the

heart of every beingrr,r62 it lays out a rrpractical programmerr for worìd

redempt¡on.¡63 In I ine with lndian tradition, Radhakrishnan preserves the

I iteral intègrity of the text. However, he emphasizes that the content em-

bodies rrsuggestionsrr concerning I'the meaning and value of existencerr, I'the

sense of eternãl valuêsrr, and ¡rthe way in which the uìtimate mysteries are

illuminated by the I ¡ght of reason and moraì intuitionrr.¡6¿

0n the ìevel of schoìarly analysis, Radhakr ishnan acknowìedgês the

Bhagavadg'itã text as a synthetic work composed of many streams of lndian

philosophy. ln his view, the structural weakness does not devaluate the

text. lnstead, he sees in it, and in Vyãsars mínd, an instance of resolu-

t ion where apparent conf I i cts and incons ¡stenc ies in human thought do not

cancel each other, but converge on some greater understanding. ln his

crít¡caì treatment, he is not concerned with sorting out the various phil-

osophicaì threads which compose the Gjtã's fabric. His concern, rather,

ìs to extract what he beì ieves to be the pith of the text, and to do so by

personál ìy participating Ìn its inner dialectics, ln the process, he

hopes to estabì ish a "restatement of the truths of eternity ín the accent

Es p.25'

See fu p.16.

lbid. p,.l2.
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of our t ime.¡rr 6 5

tn I !48 Râdhakr i shnan pub I ished f.[.9___9-beg-eve!gÌjã: "Vli th an lntroductory

Essay, Sanskrit Text, Engl ish Translatíon and Notesrr. His study material-

ized in the wake of numerous Gitã commentaries which themselves spanned

the previous twelve centuries or more, and which were authored by a sig-

nîficant number of lndian philosophical g¡ants. Radhakrishnanrs idea to

reinterpret the GÏtä, then, is certainly not origînal, when he is consid-

ered part of the Vedãntic tradition where reinterprètation is the tacit

modus operandi of the g!4@EIg. He ìs avant-qarde, however, in the

way he brackets and expresses its contents. His fui¡_yg-pr edeces sor s , ex-

cept for a handfuì, address their conpãtriots, if not exclusively the Hin-

du world, in their expositions, and in a vocabuìary associated specifical-

ly with the culture of lndia. Radhakr ishnan, on the other hand, writíng

in the aftermath of the Second World l,lar, and with a developing interna-

tional profilê as scholar and statesman, confines himself neither to theo-

I og ians nor to the mak i ng of an I nd ian statement. He presents the

Bhagavadgitã as a document for gìobal man, and aims to unfoìd it in a lan-

guage wh ich i s heterogeneous and open-ended. I n rework ing the lþ@, he

admits his hermeneutics are a del iberate attempt and even an irresistable

attempt, to demythologize the rrold formstr of wisdom --saving what is per-

t i ne¡t .

key probìem, he says, is boìdìy the rrreconcílìation of mankindrr.¡66 ln

9.s p.7.

See þ pp.6-l,

t65
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prêsent Cr i s is of Fa i th he wr i tes: rrThe source of conf ì icts ís not the

diversity of reìigions but the ìack of toleration'.. 'Toleration is open-

mindedness.rtr'? He offers the Gita as the foundation for this rrnew human

cons c iousnessrr.

Radhakrishnan dedicates The Bhaqavadqitã to l'lahatma Gandhi, whose ìife ep-

¡tomízed commitment to resoìving human conflict, and who had named the

teachings of the Gitã as his chief inspiration and strength.¡66

To ilìustrate Radhakrishnanrs treatment of the GTtã, the next section fo-

cusès on his anaìysis of Arjunars situation.

Radhakrishnanrs Analysis of Ariuna's Situatíon : Reframing the l'lessage of
' the Bhagavadgitã

ln his most radical moments, Radhakrishnan views Arjunars need' on the Ku-

rukietra battìefÌeld, as beíng to rr...to cut social ties for the protec-

tion of justice and the suppression of lawless violence'r. For Arjuna to

comply is for him to contribute to rrthe establ ishment of the kingdom of

God on earthtt.¡6t The image of the typical Hindu as aìoof, austere, and

other-worldìy, is a mÌsrepresentation' Radhakrìshnan says, for the message

of the BhagavadgÏtã --one of the most influentiaì of Híndu texts-- is to

r6? PCF P.7l .

t 6' Radhakr ishnan opens h ¡s study wi th
adds to it words from Sankara and

"' 9g P'88.

the traditionaì mangala 6loka. He
Gandh í , praising the BhagavadgÌta-.
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r¡live in the world and save it.tr¡ro "For the $!i, the worìd [represented

by the battle] ís the scene of an active struggìe between good and evil in

which God is deeply ¡nterested.rrr?1 When this tênsion becomes unbalanced

in favour of evil, thrêatening I'to destroy human valuesrr, the gva LAE de-

scends --as i ì I ustrated in Krsna.

Against the backdrop of a perpetual good-evil counterplay, the whole prob-

lem addressed by the Gitä is the problern of action, Radhakrishnan states,

and points to lV.ì6 and lV,l8: "!Jhat is act¡on? l,lhat is inaction? --as to

th is even the wÌse are bewi ì dered.rr "He who in act ion sees inact ion and

action in inaction, he is wise among men, he is a yogin and has accom-

pìished all his work.rrr?2 'rvlhat is the right course is not general ly obvi-

ous. (Radhakr ishnan writes), The ideas of our time, the prescriptions of

tradition, the voice of conscience get mixed up and confuse us." This

problem of action is subtle, but not insurmountabìe. 'rThe wise man seeks

a way out by a reference to immutabìe truths, with the insight of the

highest reason.rr¡?3 ln the end: rrAction done devotedly and whoìehearted-

ìy, without attachment to the resuìts makes for perfection.r'1?. The entire

GÏta-, embodying rrimmutable truthsrr, is a Yoga-manual; yoga is skiìl-in-ac-

tion.

9s p.67.

lbid. p.25.

iIoLa IV.l6: itãh and
many akarma yah pa6yed/ akarmani ca karma yah,/ sa buddhimañ
sa yuktah krtsnakarmakrt. Eg pp.l62-163............¡....

lbid. p.l6l, on lV.lJ.

lbid. p.69.
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Looking at the psychology of Arjunars particuìar dilemma, Radhakríshnan

observes: 'rHe does not wish to buy inward sêcurity by submission to the

sociâl standard, So long as he looks upon himself as a ksatriya required

to fight, so ìong as he is chainèd to his station and its dutíès, he is

unaware of the fuìl possibilities of his individual action..,.Any sense of

satisfaction and security derived by submission to externaì author ity is

bought at the price of the integrity of the self.rr¡?5 lntegrity and human

freedom come from ìiving r¡by the inward rule of free devotion to truthrr.

Radhakrishnan assumes that if any individual --not just Arjuna-- werê to

develop his potent¡al and act fully aware, that is, without passion or ill

wi Il, it would be enough for him to guard against (at best) inappropriate

and (at worst) violent actions.

The ideal the Gità presents for all human action, is ahirisã, non-v¡olence,

but Radhakrishnan adds! rrln the confìict between the self-affÌrming law

of good and the forms that impede it, force is sometimes necessary to give

the law of good a chance of becoming a psychological fact and an historic

process.rr¡?6 The ideal man of the CÏtã is neither swallowed by the activi-

ties of the worìd, nor withdraws. He I'reconciìes all possibilities in the

world without getting invoìved in it,r¡¡rr Radhakrishnan says the text

speaks of transcending the ìaw of karma, the rrnaturaì order of deed and

conseqüence". r?B He qualifìes this by saying: I'vle are condi tioned but not

¡ts lbid. p.44.

¡?¡ lbid. p.69.

¡?t lbid, p.72.

r?3 Radhakrishnan writes in another pìace that karma isrrthe creâtive im-
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determinedrr.¡?e that is, it is possibìe to manipuìatè þIIe, to act¡veìy

subpoena it as a free agent (free from the effects of karma) and to direct

it. "The GÌtã lays stress on the individualrs freedom of choice and the

way in which'he exercises it" Radhakrishnan writes.¡ô0 The way to do this

is to know oners real nature and uìtimate self, and to rrbe anchoredrr in

th is Eternal Spir it.

ln commenting upon Krsnars message to Arjuna --rrFight, realize your poten-

tial as ksatriyaIr-- Radhakrishnan writes that this rrpÕtentialr! is ob-

scured by Arjuna's distress, dutlkham, and hís depression, viéäda, which

themseìves represent a rrself-Ìnduìgencerr and ¡rsentimentaì ity¡r. And he

addss rrThe dístress of Arjuna is a dramatization of a perpetual ly recur-

ring predicament. 
^lan 

on the threshold of higher life, feeìs disappointed

with the glamour of the world and yet illusions cling tô him and he cher-

ishes them. He forgets his divine ancestry and becomes attached to his

personal ity and ¡s agitated by the confì icting forces of the world.,..he

has to fight the enemies of seìfishness and stupidity, and overcome the

dark ignorance of his self-centered ego, l,Ta n cut off from spiritual nature

has to be restored to it. lt is the evolutíon of the human souì here.rr¡8¡

pulser', the principìe of movement in the universe. I'The whole cosmic
evo I ut i on i s ca I I ed karma ,rr (p.227 .)

r?' Cf, RCW p..l38, where Radhakr ishnan points out that although man is
conditioned biologically, psychologically, sociaì ìy, but he is free to
choose to resist, modify and transform this conditioning.

"o 9g P.48.

r3¡ lbid. p,lf, on 1.41 . ln E!lB, Radhakrishnan puts it: rrSo long as one
does not realize oners immanent nature one is not entireìy oneself.
Each of us is like a stringed instrument which will not yield its
proper music until the tensÌon of the strings is just."(p. 95.)
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Arjuna is suffering a trauma: rrWhen he detaches himseìf from his soc¡aì

obligations...he has a fuìl awareness of himself as an individuaì, alone

and isolated...,The new freedom creates a deep feeìing of anxiety, alone-

ness, doubt and i nsecur i ty . . . . [wh i ch] must be overcome.rr¡32 Arjuna is

r',,.incapable of decision because of his inability to understand either

himseìf or his fel lows or the reaì nature of the universe in which he is

pìaced."r33 lloksa, release, I iberat¡on, I íes ïn I'the dispìacement of a

false outiook by a true onerr, that is avidyã by vidvã, "We [al] human be-

ings] must develop the power to see things as a free undistorted intelli-

gence would see them,rr¡r¿ And then we must act. Radhakrishnan says ¡rì ib-

eration", is becoming a vessel, an instrument, a reflection of God and

Godrs purpose. He emphasizes the universal ity of this notion by quoting

Boehme, Jami, St. John of the Cross and others. ln Arjunars case, it is

his duty to maintain order by force: Kfsîa is telling Arjuna ¡'For warríors

there is no more ennobì ing duty than a lsA fight,rrl35 And Radhakrishnan

shows how this idea of contributing to the ruìe of justice is to be com-

bined with a dislnterestedness or indifference to personal accìaim: rrNoth-

ing matters except the good will, the wilìing fulfillment of the purpose

of God!rrr36

lbid, p.97, on 1,47.

lb id. p.94, on 1.46.

lbid. p.195, Also see p.!/: rrln
becomes what he is.rl

lbid, p.ll2 (underscoring mine), on

lbid. p,ll9.

stiìlnèss,..insight is born and man

r r ,3r.
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ln the context of spiritual emancipation, Radhakrìshnan speaks of the

individual's s!!.b-Ug, outward I if e, and svabhãva, inner being. They must

rranswer to each otherrr! Therein ìies the intêgration of the human person-

ality. For Arjuna, rrprotection of right by the acceptance of battìe, is

necessary". This represents his extèrnaì social obl igation but it is for

him to gaÌn an inner personaì insight into this, and choose between right

and wrong. r B ?

Activeìy gÞqLE right ís the epitome of I ife-in-evolution. lt ef fects

the individual,and also contributes to the evoìution of humanity (in

Radhakrishnanrs escatology both form a symbiotic relationship). lt îs the

way of the yoqin (the religious man), the Þanditatï budhah (the man of

learning) , the sthitapra¡ñã (the sage), the fuìfilìed or integrated human

being, regardless of culture, time, or geography. The ultimate is for a

person to live a ìife of rrdisinterested servicerr, dedicated to the welfare

of aì I fel low beings and the sol idarity of the world, .!..g!g!jd.G,!.e,. t 
" "

This distinguíshes one as possessíng rrsteady wisdomrr. ln his Bhagavadgita

commentary, Radhakrishnan constantìy echos éloka 1V.38:

1'? lnterpreting XVlll.63, Radhakrishnan puts emphasis on vimréyai'tad aé-
esenaf_yathe'cchasi tathã kuru: rrArjuna should th¡nk-lãi-Ilìlãll-ãd
ãlscÑ;r for tr''mself . tte¡noulA not act f rom simpìe and bl ind bel ief s
acquired from habit or authority....lt is...important that the mind
should seek rational and experientiaì justifÌcation for its beliefs.
Arjuna must have a sense of real integrity, that his ideas are his own
and not those imposêd on him by his teacher. Teaching ¡s not indoctri-
nat ion.lr lbid. pp,lll-16.

¡63 This conviction is echoed again and again in Radhakrishnanrs writings
and speeches. ln I'Searchrr salvation ìs defined by the "compìete human
beingrr: the person of integrity. To ach¡eve this, we require "... the
cultivation of the grace and joy of souls overflowing in love and de-
votion and free service of a regenerative society.r'(p.40.)



na hi iñanëna s adl éa¡i

pav¡tram iha v idyate

tat svavañ vooasañs iddhall

kã ì enã' tman i vindatí
rrThêre is nothing on earth equal in puríty to wisdom. He who becomes per_

fected by yoga fìnds thìs of himself, in his seif in course of time.rl

Wisdom, for Radhakrishnan, is based on ¡ns¡ght, and insight in turn on a

discipl ine which incrudes rtpurity of heart'¡, cittaáuddhi, and faith, Árad-
dhã.!3e rrAs the aim lof the yoqin] is the attainment of purity of v¡sion,
it exacts of the mind fineness and steadiness. our present dimensions are
not the ult¡nate ìimits of our being. By summoning aìl the energies of the
mind and f ixing them on one po¡nt, we raise the ìeveì of reference frorn

the empirical to the reaì, from observation to vision and ìet the spirit
take posession of our whole being,r¡¡eo This one pointl is not arÉitrary.
It is Krçr.la. K¡qqa is the rtmanifestation of wisdom and r ighteousnessr:
the foil for understanding the good-evii struggle, whatever its form. The

purpose of the avatãra, Radhakrishnan explains, ¡ris to inaugurate a new

world, a new dharma. By his têaching and example, he shows how a human be_

ing can raise himseìf to a higher grade of life. The issue between right
and wrong is a decìsive one, God works on the side of the right.rrre¡

69

0f rrfaith" Radhakr ishnan writes, commenting on XVll.3, ',faith is notacceptance of a belief, lt is striving aftãr self_reai¡zatíon ¡y 
"on_centrat¡ng the powers of the mind on a given ideaì.¡r êS p,34¡,

lbid, p.193, on tV,ì0,

lbid. p,155, on tV.7.
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The purpose of the incarnat¡on, the avatãrala of which Kflna is an in-

stance, is in Radhakrishnanrs words: 'r...not simpiy to uphold the world

order but aìso to help human beings to become perfected in theìr nature

[which is to say, to rea]¡ze their divinity]. The freed souì becomes on

earth a ìiving image of the lnfinite.The ascent of man into Godhead is

also the purpose of thè descent of God ¡nto humanity. The a¡m of the dhar-

ma is this perfection of man and the avatar generally declares that He is

the truth, the way and the ì ife,rrre2 Radhakr ishnan refers to Kfçna as

rrSavior of the worldr¡,¡,3 as I'the fact of redemption in the dark

nightrr,r'1 and as a r¡channeì of gracerr.¡ts He saves as the Supreme

Teacher who reveals the wisdom of the ages. Kf s,la also presents himself

as the uì timate paradigm, puru?ãrtha, the modeì of what man can become.

Radhakrishnan expìains: "The teacher slowìy guides the pupil to attain the

status which he has, mama sãdharmya", and the pupil, for his part, real-

izes this through a compìete identífication with the teacher. Achievíng

the nature of God --which is as much ìove and compassion as wholìstic vi-

s ion-- comes through transformat Ìon . Radhakr i shnan wr i tes: "the ego

holds somethìng other than itself, to which it should abandon itself. ln

this abandonment consists its transfiguration.,..The div¡n¡ty claimed by

K!'gnã is the common reward of all earnest spirituaì seekers. . , . [Krsna] is

L9Z lbid. pp.l57-158, on lV.l0. Cf. lntro., p,32. Although the reality of
the Supreme is beyond conceptualízation, it becomes access¡bìe through
spiritual experience. K¡g¡a appears, to mirror the God which is (in)
the heart of all beings, hrdyantar iyotih.

lbid, p.16.

lb id. p.35.

lb id. p.l!6, on lV.!.
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everywhere and in everyone of us, as ready to speak to us now as He ever

was to anyone else. He is not a bygone personaì ity but the indwelling

spirit, an object for our spiritual consciousness,rrre6 rrThe Hindu idealt',

Radhakrishnan states in another pubì ication, rraffirms that man can atta¡n

his ímmortal dest¡ny here and now.rr¡t? rrThè fact of descent or avatãra¡a

indicates that the Divine is not opposed to a full, vital, and physical

manifestation, vle can ìive in the physical body and yet possess the full

truth of consciousness. Human nature is not a fetter but can become an in-

strument of divine I ife,r¡re3

Speaking of the Gitã's Kflrla, Radhakr ìshnan says that ít isrrof littìe mo-

mentrr as to whether he was a historical entity, or rrthe very god descended

into manrr. What is essentiaì is the rrtruth or significance'r of thè teach-

ing. The "historic factrr is but an image of it. 0f the concept of æ!A-
rana he says: 'rGod is never born in the ordinary sense. Processes of bírth

and incarnation which imply limitation do not appìy to Him, lthen the Lord

is said to manifest Himself at â particular time, on a part¡cular occa-

sion, it only means that it takes place with reference to a finite be-

ing..,.The subjective and the objective processes of the world are only

the expressions of the higher and lower natures of the Supreme...rr.

Radhakr ishnan continues to expìain, that God is more concentrated (i.e.

manifeéted) in whatever is rrgìorious, beautiful and strongr'. Furthermore,

rrl,lhen any finitê individual deveìops spiritual qualities and shows large

r'6 lbid. p.31,

r '? ERWT P. ll5 .

"' &' P.35.
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insight and charity, he sits in judgement on the world and starts a spir-

itual and social upheavaì and we say that God is born for the protection

of the good, the destruction of evil and the establ ishment of the kingdom

of righteousnessrr --which is what KfgDa tries to encourage in Arjuna.

Kfgna as an rrindividuall is therefore but an instance of the myriad of

forms which the [Jniversaì Spirit may assume,ree

For Radhakr ishnan Arjuna is at once Arjuna and alì humans. Arjuna is aìso

at once a psycho-physical man, a social man, a man in the painful (spirit-

uaì) process of searching out who he reaìly is, and how he fits into the

mystery of the uníverse.

Radhakrishnan's contention is that the BhagavadgÏtã is a spiritual text

for a i ì mank ind, I t is to be approached for its symbÕl ic truths, wh ich

I ie beyond the facade of I iteral detail. once r¡demythologizedrr, the

BhagavadgTtå can serve as the rel igious metaframe for aspirants of alì

traditions, for it speaks in the language of their common denominator:

human experience, lt is not to supplant other reì igious texts and the

teachings of other spirituaì seers, but as a hermeneutic key it funct¡ons

to give a greater and deeper meaning to each rel igious tradition and to

each indÌviduaì a more profound sense of being religious. lt is thê kêy

to studying rel igion,

lbid, pp.3l-32.



PART IV

TRANSCENDENTAL CR IT IC ISI,I. OF RADHAKR ISHNAN ' S
THEORY

A1ETHOO AND



Chapter 5

II,II'IANENT COHERENCE OF RADHAKR ISHNAN I S THOUGHT

Devising a comprehensive overview and evaluation of Radhakrishnanrs ap-

proach to Religion is a delicate task. Anyone familiar with the body of

his writings wilì admit that a single thought of his may incìude a blend-

ing of different degrees of abstraction, and thãt many ideas have not been

spun out suffÌciently enough to reveaì tacit beginnings or concrete appì i-

cations. Radhakrishnan also writes with a curious combination of terminol-

ogies, and very often on the same page subscribes to both traditional and

liberal ideas. And yet the overal I effect of his observations and his

message has been to provoke and to encourage a fresh interest in Compara-

tive Rel igions in the wider context of human inquiry, as Ìt seeks to cre-

ate a better ì ife in the present age. l'Tost importantly his writings have

left their mark not only in academic circìes, but also have (as

Radhakrishnan hopèd) contributed to PoPular thínking. ln our examination

of the inherent coherence of Radhakrishnanrs thought' we wiìì be looking

at somê of his statements twice: first, in this chapter, to evaluate their

local sígnificance and contributions within the framework of Advaita Ve-

da-nta and, second, in the next chapter, to evaluate their universal sig-

nificance and contr ibutions within the generaì framework of reì igious

studies.

7\
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The strategy for this chapter is to sum up Radhakrishnanrs thèory as it

has been dealt with so far by concentrating on the two major components of

h i s approach to Reì ig ious Stud ies, viz. , h is interpretat ion of rel ig ion

and his concept of thê nãture of reality. This is necessary in order to

cìarify what was hinted in the closing statements of Chapter I above.

Radhakrishnanrs notion of the nature of reality is, in fact, a reexamina-

tion and recasting of Hindu scriptures. His notion of rel igious experi-

ence (or his interpretat¡on of rel igion) --l ikewise a reformulation of

Hindu thought-- gives significance to the nature of reality in têrms of

the process of personal discovery. When combined. these two notions be-

come the ideal foil for a special comparative study of the content and

message of other reì igious writings. lt has been noted above and must be

repeated here that Radhakrishnan cìaimed to be an Advaitin, and that he

adopted, more or ìess extensively, (ankara's metaphysic. lt is Advaitic

theory then which shaì ì be reflected upon in the next section of this

chapter, aìthough it wiì I be noted where Radhakrishnan diverges from tra-

ditional AdvaÌta Vedãnta. This occurs where he intrÕduces modernistic or

European terminology and where, in the course of his reinterpretation, he

shifts the emphasis or twists the meaning of the original Sanskrit.

Radhakrishnânrs interpretat¡on of religion is the focus of the second sec-

tion of this chapter, Aìthough his springboard is the catull sütri of the

Brahma Srltra and even though he remains within the Advaitic perspective,

Radhakrishnan consciousìy moves from the vocabulary of the lndian world to

express his understanding in the language of moderníty and humankind.
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0n the Nature of Reaì ity

The uìtimate ontoìogical principle is S-elE, that is, reality or truth. lt

has two features: the infinite, Brahman, and the finite. Brahman is also

referred to by Radhakrishnan by the traditionaì terms rrUniversal Beingr',

rrpure consciousness'r, I'the Supremerr. At the same time he adds to these the

appel ìations of "Spiritrr and rrthe Divine'r which more appropriately belong

to }jestern theoìogies and so conjure quite different associations. None-

theless, the lnfinite is both amurta, formless, and ryÊg, formedt it is

both without quaìities, nÌrqurìa, and qualified, saquna, These two aspects

coexist not as opposites in juxtaposition, but as one ínherent in the oth-

er, They are the ||S!!EEML and the personaì reÞresentations of the

reaì..,the absolute and EIjjL¡S ways of expressing the one reality,rr200

rrThe Supreme in its !.9-E_f-g.Le!_9j-gl_esÆ.9.! Ìs the Absolute, in its 4!!g
aspect it is God [févara].",0r

The Absolute is, by its nature, full and complete s¡lence. Yet in its

mystery it is abìe to reflect ¡tself as Deity (God): the consciousness

that informs and sustains the cosmos. God isrr,.,the genius of this worìd,

its ground, which as a thought or a possibility of the Absolute lies be-

yond the world in the universal consciousness Õf the Absolute.r'2o2

The fÌnite world of time and space, mind and matter, is a transìation of

2oo HVL p.2À (underscor ing mine),

20r ¡¡Reply,rr p.J!6 (underscoring mine).

zoz rrThê Spirit in flan,¡r in CIP p,4!8.
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the Absoìute as God. At the same time it is onìy one of an infinite number

of possibilities. Radhakr ishnan fol lows 6ankara and attributes tha world a

relat¡vê reality. He says that it is real in a rrsecondary sense"; it is

vyãvahãr rk¡ s¡ttE as opposed to ptè!-Þ¡! sjle-glga ' 
2 0 ¡ The wor I d is f unda-

mentalìy conditioned by mãvã and as such it is both der ived from and de-

pendent on the ultimate Reality. whère the ultimate Reaìity is immutable,

ihe world has the character of rrperpetuaì ìy passing awayr'.

one of the clearest and most comprehensive discussions of the worìd as de-

rived being'zo4 is given inrrReply to Critics". There Radhakr ishnan speaks

of the world and nature asrran expression of the Absoluterr, more clearly,

vivarta, appêarance: it is temporaì , I imited, charged with dual ities,

multiìeveled, defined by a subject-object relation, and evêr in a process

of evolutionary change. Yet it is neither rèal in an absolute sense nor

unreal. lt is sad-asad-ãtmaka' both real and unreal' lt is aìso Sgg:

asad-vilaksana, different from rèal and unreal.2os Here Radhakr ishnan has

echoed the position of the Vivarala school, which teaches that the uni-

verse is the vivarta, figuration or appearance of the Absolute (the form-

Iess appears as if having forms). Hence the continuum of events, trhich we

know as the worìd, is reìated to or determined by the Absolute as an ap-

203 Cf. OSWr Oct. ì!!2-Feb.1959, P.322.

Ci. also !\! chapters Vl , Vl I and Vl I I .

205 cf, "Repìy to Criticsrr pp.8ootf. For a more detailed discussion, Cf.
g.f__S_C p.33 where he says the world ìs anirvãcanÎya, meaning unique. lt
is not existent in an absolute sense, neither is it non-existent for
there is a substratum vrhich persists and is not prone to badhah' sub-
ìation. lt is being, sat which is the continuum, and not its objective
forms. 'rBeing is the basis, adhisthana of al I exper ience.r'
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parent or reflected image, bimba, is related to its counterpart and

source, prat¡bimba.zoe (The BhãmatÎ school of Advaita Vedãnta holds that

the universe is the par ¡îãma or modification of thè Absolute.) ln fact

Radhakrishnan seems to fol ìow very closely the Vedãntapar ibhãgya --which

is the classical Vivarana treatise on psychology and epístemoìogy-- though

he does not actually acknowledge the text as definitive Advaita, nor does

he indicate any personal comprehensive study of it.20?

The actual I ink between the f inite and the inf inite i" Eãy,ã, an essentiâl-

ly incomprehensible mystery,206 which at best, can only be grasped par-

tial ly, Radhakr ishnan explains that mãyã refers to the Absolute's pg!g¡-

tÌal to be reflected as God, and thence, in the universe, as the core of

being and the impetus of becoming. ln discussing the rrTheism of the Bha-

gavad Gitã" Radhãkr ishnan expresses his understanding of mãyã as fol lows!

"4EJã ìs thè power which enabìes him [God/ l-évara] to produce mutable na-

ture. lt is iakti or the energy of lévara, or ä!@Þ[g!i, the power of

seìf-becoming. Tévara and mãyã in this sense are mutual ìy dependent and

are both beginningless.'r2oe

2o6 Cf, HVL p,48.

,o? Though it is not within the purview of this thesis to examine the pre-
suppositions of Radhakrishnanrs metaphysic (in particuìar hÌs theory
of knowledge) in the I ight of Dharmarãj a Adhvar in' s Vedãntapar ibhãsyã
(l7th centúry), it offerð a promisins study. s.e ohaiñãîãlãiãlGÏ7' n,
Vedäntapar ibhãsya, edited and translated by S.S. Suryanarayana Shastri
Gõ,"r, tt-"dãfihe Adyar Library and Research centre, l97i).

2 o I Rãdhakr ishnan equates mãyã wi th l_ij_g.-, the sport of seì f express ion and
self-creativity of God. Cf, !y! p,50. He also speaks of p!¿i as

"..,an expression of the freedom of the Absoìutè.'¡ (rrThe Spirit in
tlan, " p.502).

2o' lP vol I p,5\7.
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Relating God to the Absolute and the cosmÌc process, Radhakrishnan empha-

sizes in rtThe Spirit of llanl that'rln its range of expression or degree of

expressiveness, the Absolute transcends all finite ì imits.rr2¡0 S¡nce the

Absoìute is the totaìity of being and since there is nothing else,2¡r the

question of immanence and transcendence of the Absolute is not applicabìe3

'rThe Absolute ¡s in this world in the sense that the world is only an ac-

tualisation of one possib¡lity of the Absolute and yet there is

much,..beyond this possibility which is in process of realization,rr He

continues: rrGod is the Absolute with reference to this possibility of

which He is the source and creator. Yet at any moment God transcends thè

cosmic process w¡th its whoìe contents of space and time.rr2r2

ln An ldealist View of Life Radhakr ishnan speaks of the Absolute, in its

ultímate nature rrpure consciousness, pure freedom and infinite possibili-

ty'r (a translation of sat, cit, ãnanda), appearing to be God 'r...from the

point of view of one specific possibility which has become actual ized.rl

As such, God is organically bound up with the universe, while the Absoìute

rema i ns unaffected.

Referring to the worìd of pure þeing, Radhakr ishnan says that ¡t is not

depleted by the cosmic process of the Absoìute reveal ing itself. Whiìe

possibilities wÌthin th¡s process are determined by the nature of the Ab-

¿ro¡rThe Spir it in l'lan[ p.501.

21r The dichotomy of being and non-being may exist in thought and experi-
ence, but it is dissolved in a true gl irnpse of Uìtimate Reaìity.

2 r 2 rrThe Spir it ¡n l'lanrr p.!0ì (underscor ing mine) .
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solute, the actuâl ities or the facts, are rrseìectedtr rr..,by the free

activity of the Absolute without any determination whatsoever.¡r2¡3 Again

he makes reference to the enigmatic properties of mãyã. Focussing on the

actual realm of factual objects and events, Radhakrishnan eìaborates on

ìts essential characteristic. The $rorìd we I ive in is rr...an ordered

whole.,.an unbroken continuity, a complete unity from the changes in the

aton to the movements of history, The system of nature is.,.a system of

relationships intimateìy interdependent. This orderedness expresses it-

self in different forms of determination according to the level of being

that has been attained.rrzr¡ Every individual existent is itself internalìy

organized as a unique entity and relates as a part of a grèater whole,

viz., of nature, which has as its constituents matter, life, mind and val-

ue. lntrinsic to its order, nature is in a continuous evoìutionary ascênt

to higher and higher levels of being which cuìminate in the perfection of

mankind.2rs Here Radhakrishnan moves on a tangent to (ankara and the Ve-

dãntic convention of downpìayíng cosmoìogical discussions, in a number of

ways: he gives much attentìon to detaiì ing the structure, content, and

.," U! p.272. Note in !! Vol l, p.36, Radhakrishnan stares that EãIã is
faìong with the ability to do so] aìso the 4j-]g1!g of reaìity. "The
worìd process is not so much ã translation of ¡mmutabìe being as its
inversion,rr (tlnderscoring mine.) l'lãvã is ì ikened to the mirage-phe-
nomenon, in HvL (See p.48).

¿r'.1V! p,248.

¡¡5 Radhakrîshnan elaborates on the evolution of being in E!, p.333 'rThe
gradation from one order of being to another is so imperceptible that
it is iírpossiblè to draw the line that shall distinctìy mark the
boundaries of each, Everything in nature is I inked together. Alì be-
ings are connected..,by a chain of which we perceive some parts are
contínuous whiìe others escape our attention.r' In [!g, p.128, he
says 'rThe world of time and change is ever striving to reach perfec-
tion lwhich defines the Absolutè],t¡

.,rì
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meaning of the empiricaì worìd, to pointing out concrete issues, and to

speaking in contemporary scientific language. Al I along, however, he is

an Advaitin, relentlessly championing the oneness of all th¡ngs by stress-

ing the whoìistíc, systemic nature of nature and man, The heavy emphasis

on the process of evolution (history being a rrpattern of absolute signifi-

cancer¡ in revealing it) is also a feature unique to Radhakrishnanrs rein-

ter pr eta t ion of Vedãnta.

Radhakr ishnan does not of ten speak of E¡s imbedded in praklti or of the

j-iyg o. the ãtman. lnstead he speaks of humanity, and says that man is an

ent¡ty within the world who is intertwined with objective nature. Each

person is integral to the universe (which is a system of subsystems) and

can be effective in contributing to its organic and moral order (rta) and

in controlì ing its future progress (æ:b?g). Humankind is a "vitaì agent

of civiì izationrr and carries an obì igation to make the right decisions

(viveka), and to do the right work (karma/akarma) with the right attitude.

The right attitude is to cultivate an awareness based in inquiry, and born

of detachment,/love. This mental ity must be actual ized in service, (ryg),

directed to the betterment and to the Spirit-ualization of the world.

Here it quite cìear that Radhakrishnan departs from the traditionaì Hindu

frame, and expands the meaning of key Sanskrit concepts to the extent that

they eiho simiìar principìes found in non-lndian phiìosophies, especiaì ly

Christian and Buddhist. ln this approach Radhakrishnan tries to emphasize

the ethical character of Vedãntic thought, al though it was nevèr a high

profiìe feature wÌth the conventionaì interpreters.
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Radhakr ishnan also speaks of each human being, as being rr...both unique

and universal, He has in him [as his svabhãva, inner nature] an eìement of

the Divine Ithe infinite, "Spirit"] and also an èlement of nature [the fi-

nite, the circumstance of existential existence]. l,lhen the two things get

integrated, then it is that you cal ì him a fuìfilled human being.rr2r¡

rrsel f-actual izedtr man (the jiva-mukti) is designated as one of rrintegrated

character or personaìityt', and one whose efforts are in tune with the ac-

tualities of the evolutionary thrust which is evident in history and in

science. The ideal model of perfection is projected in the avatãra-teach-

ings of the BhagavadgÏtã. Kfçna is a reveìation of the Spirit which per-

vades the universe and thus the '¡demonstration of manrs linner] spiritual

resourses and latent divinity.rrzrz Radhakr¡shnan purposely sh¡fts the em-

phasis from K¡qr¡a as teacher to Kfqna as paradigm: Kfifa represents the

rrexaìtation of human nature to the level of God-headr'. The human potên-

tiaì to become divine is put ¡n real rather than metaphysicaì terms,

thereby giving salvation a sense of earthiness, The condition is that one

must search for and ghggæ Goodness, Beauty, Truth (each an embodiment of

Spirit) in the human context. And one must real ize oners faculties of

Reason (which is the instrument for integrating the dynamics of change),

of Faith (being rooted in a credible and legìtinate tradition), and Love

(the sense of justice and self-sacrifice), Suffering, dufkham, is the me-

dium of growth; it is the learning, heaì ing, purifying process through

2¡6 rrScience and Rel igion,rr An Address at Kabul University, Afganistan, l4
lay 1963, in 0SWr, ¡lay ì962-¡1ay 1964, p.136.

z¡r rrThe probìem facing man is the integration of hís personal ity, the de-
velopment of a divine existence in which the spiritual principìe has
thè mastery over all the powers of soul and body.r' ES p.45.
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which we ¡rf ight for our true naturerr,

Radhakrishnan says that the recognition and actualization of this personaì

integration lie in the realm of religious discipline. The main components

of this realm incìude guidebooks ín the form of spiritual texts, oners

powers of reflection and ìogic and finally, immediate experÌence. Salva-

tion, necessar ity a rational way of living, must be rooted in ttre inter-

face of man with the changing world.2r! Achieving the unity of seìf (Eb-

:") , is coincident with I iving in harmony with others and the worìd

(ìokasainqraha). The ìatter resides in understanding the dynamics of reìig-

ion and Ìts actuaì manifestation as a pluraìÌty of world faiths.

Radhakrishnanrs lnterpretation of Rel igion

Basicaì ly, Sarvepaì I i Radhakrishnan rruniversal izesrr rather than rrresolvesr¡

rel igion. ln other words he seeks its genêric nature and then relates ¡ts

part¡culars. ln regard to the existence of the many traditions, he says:

rrRight round the world, distr¡buted more or ìess unÌformly, we find a mass

of faíth and ritual, which in spite of apparent variation and ¡ndividual

forms, seems to cohere with respect to certain essentiaì featurês.rr2rt All

z¡3 Radhakrishnan all aìong admits this interface is direct experience, as
opposed to mere ¡nteì lectual recognition, and poignantly presses his
point in !!: rrThe existence of God means the real or the possible
experience of this Being. lf the genuine standard of knowledge is ex-
perience, we must deny the character of knowìedge to our ideas of God
unìess they are traced to the [oners own personal] experience of God.rl
Radhakr ishnan reca I I s Thomas Aqu inas | "9991!!iq!g!___gðpgl!IeE!eliJ"
(p. ì04) .
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religions share a r¡sense of the infiniterr, of the universe as it is ín its

absoluteness; however much the Absoìute rreìudes the machinery of speech

and symboìr' (the mystics and seers speak of it in silence) the human mind

by its very nature interprets the mystery, and automatical ly transcr ibes

it. Each rel igious tradítiÕn professes, is marked by, and progresses, with

its individual transcription (as its doctrinal body).

Radhakrishnan speaks of a common impulse, or of a common aspiration which

is present in alì religious quests. He del ineates this variously as "the

desire to find God and understand our relation to Him...r', rran attempt to

discover the ideal possibilities of human life...rr and a quest for the

h¡ghest possibìe knowledgè of reaìity. He sees this conscious attempt to

link the personal and the cosmic and impìicitìy to establ ísh a harmonious

ìife, as rra fundamentaì unity of vision and ÞurÞose which embraces âll

mank ind. r'2 2 o

Radhakr i shnan accepts the var iety of descr ipt ions wh ich resul t from the

religious quest as both authentic and legitimate. He bases this on the Ad-

vaític premise that "the lnfînite is both amurta, formless, and Egllg,

formedrri therefore both '¡superpersonalrr and rrpersonalrr representations are

valíd. They are the absoìute and the relative ways of expressing singular,

unified, real ity. Radhakríshnan explains in the language of Hinduism:

'rwhen we emphasÌze the nature of reaìity in itseìf we get the absolute

EHR p. ì 8.

I'lnterrel igious CooperatiÕn,rr in 0SWr Third series, p,2J!. (underscor-
ing mine.)
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Brahman; when we emphasize its relation to us we get the personal Bhagavan

[God3",'"' ln addition, the detaiìs of our descriptions of the supreme are

determinèd by the presuppositions of our age and of our particular tradi-

tion. ln Radhakrishnanrs words, the factor which unifies the worìdrs re-

ligions is trreì igious consciousnesst' --an awareness based upon and con-

stantly renewed by the híghest form of human exper ience: the rrinsight into

the nature of reality", which he otherwise calìs'rspiritual intuÌtionrr,

Þratyakì4. vJith this parameter, each rel igion --Christianity, Buddhism,

lslam and the rest-- becomes a particular spin-out or concretization of

the fundamental fibre of this (in) depth-percept ion. This is drawn out

f i gurat ive I y in dealist View of L¡fe where Radhakrishnan says that
r'..,if exper ience is the souì of religion, expression Ìs the body through

which it fuìfills its destinyrr,222 That is to say, the worìd's religîons

represent different expressions of the rrmystical visionrr; they are differ-

ent gþ¡llenag which must be reconciled,

Radhakr ishnan interprets the multiformity and multipìexity of rel igion by

means of a cognitional theory which has roots in the tlÏmãrñsã Sûtra. He

says that even though a religion is rooted in an immediate personal aware-

nèss of the highest order, th¡s perceptuaì experience of reality rr..,is

not the pure unvarnishèd presentment of the reaì in itself, but is thê

presêntment of the real aìready infiuenced by the idèas and prepossessions

of the perceiving mind,rr Therefore rrthe varÌety of the pÌctures of God is

easily intelligible when yre realize that reìígious experíence is psycho-

zzr ¡Y¡-¡.24.

"' lJ! P.70.
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logicaìly medÌated,rr223 Thisrrpsychological mediation" is one of the clues

to properìy understanding the occurrence of a plurality of religions, The

mind determines the approach to víewíng reaì ity (that is, nature, the uni-

verse, and so on) and provides a structural frame for perceiving ít. The

mind also pìays a powerfuì role in systematicaì ly bracketing and mapping

what is seen, into a ìanguage of concepts and ideas which are regarded as

representationally true (one may say rrsymmetrica r) to the object of per-

ception. ln other words, the image is ideally a type of reflection.

Since objective reality ultimately does not admit divisions but is a uni-

ty, the forms and patterns contrived tÕ reflect rèality will necessarily

faì I short. Radhakrishnan writes: trPeople begin to real ize this side of

it [the truth, or fact of what is observed] or that sîde of it, but their

views are partíaì, tentative, hypothetical ... lonty] one partial aspect of

the uìtimate truth. rr 2 2.

The different reìÌgions present "alternative readings of realityrr which

are, Radhakrishnan asserts, rrnot somuch true as significantrr. ln order to

reaì ìy appreciate the meaning of the various reì igious ideas and symboìs

the task is to look through them to what lies behind: rrWe have to thÌnk

out the metaphysicaì presuppositions and attain personal experience of the

religious a priori, from which all living faith starts.rr22ó Radhakr ishnan

223 HVL pp. l9-20.

2¿1 rr¡lahavira Jayanti Celebrations, New Delhi,rr OSWr 0ct.1952-teb.1959,
p. 301 .

"u B!! P.72.
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basical ly takes his cue from the lndian att¡tude, which he claims

rr.,,insísted on the inadequacy of linguistic symbols and logical concepts

to rèpresent the Supreme Reatity which lwas] encountered in...moments of

hi ghest insÌ9ht..,. i ntel lectual statements, proposi tional forms are bÕund

to be varied.rr22. Specif¡cally addressing Reì igious Studies scholars in

particular, Radhakrishnanrs appeal in his rrFragments of a Confessionrr, is

to rrfrarne a coherent system of generaì ìdeas in terms of which the differ-
ent types of experíence can be interpreted,"¿2?

Radhakr ishnan speaks of this chal lenge as belonging to the "philosophy of

rel igion which he defines as 'treì igion come to an understanding of ìt-
selfrr.22. He ìs repetitive and emphat¡c in stating that a true meta-reì ig-

ious and transrel igious understanding cannot come either from isolated

specuìation or from theological apologetics. lt must be steered by rèason,

and it must also meet the rigour of rational scìentific invest¡gations and

conform to their findings --or at ìeast not contradict them. The mandate

which Radhakrishnan gives for the inquiry into rel igion is uìtimately

this: the enterprîze must be sustained by time-honoured principles which

are derived from the truly accurate spirituaì insights --epitomized by the

Vedãntíc texts and most clearly iì ìuminated by (antara-- and given meaning

in terms of the twentieth century, with fuli reference to politics, eco-

nomics., culture, and so on, The heuristic guides Radhakrìshnan offers for

Reìigious Studies are the same as those elements he said were involved in

qt vol.3 p.185.

lfFragmentsrr, in PhilosoÞhy of S R, p, 27.

l-& p.66.
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a religious discipl ine (discussed above). They strongìy suggest the @lã-

¡qÊ of the Brahma Sütra which are employed to systematize various strands.l_

of experience and phiìosophical thought. They are: Þratyakìa, direct ob-

servations, anumËna, refìection and reasoning, and ãqama, rèference to

tex tua ì author ity,

Evaluat¡on

The lodestar for Radhakrishnanrs efforts is a "world view which is inclu-

sive Õf the philosophical insights of aìl the worldrs traditions'r, and one

which revolves around rragreement of basic perspectives and ultimate val-

ues". These "basíc perspectives| hè dèfines within a humanistic, twenti-

eth century structure of global I'needsl and spiritual affirmation. The

rrultimate valuesrr of which he speaks relate to a particuìar concept of re-

ality and within it, cosmic evoìution, and the guarentee for seìf-reaì iza-

tion. As for the prescr ibed rrworld viewrr, Radhakrishnan is convinced that

both its necessary pìatform and universal categories res¡de ¡n the Hindu

scriptures, which, when stripped to their eternal eìements, disclose their

essentiaì pan-reì igious, pan-cuìtural, and trans- temporal character, To

give impact to his conviction, he recasts the content of particular texts

by depârtìng from a totaì ìy Hindu frame of understanding, weaving into his

expositions, concepts and categories from within mainly Vlestern philosoph-

ical and rel igious pâtterns of thought.

Even when not writ¡ng as a bhãsyakãra, h¡s motive continues to be to es-
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tablish the universality and contemporary relevance of Hindu

understanding. His books and speeches consistently include cross-refer-

ences of Eastern and Western wisdom, translating the former into the lat-

ter, and outì ining the paraììeì intent of rel igious discourse no matter in

which tradition it arises. These efforts, it has been pointed out by hís

critics, hãve their share of ambiguities, obscurities and apparent contra-

diction. But this is certainìy hardìy to Radhãkrishnanrs discrediti what

it does point out is the imnensity of the task which he undertook. That

task was to meaningful ly fill the psychological and spÌritual vacuum cre-

ated by the worìd þJars, the emergence of the scientific era, and the ac-

compì ishments of technolog¡cal advance. This was a global phenomenon and

required a unified, gìobal soìut¡on, which couìd only come about through

establ ishing communications Õn the deepest level, represented in reì igion

and philosophy, and in a meta-language which wouìd do justice to the uni-

queness of individual po!itions.

out of this general context, Radhakrishnan moves to particulars, He sug-

gests none else but the lndian attitude as the beacon to all people, and

the teachings of the Bhagavadgità as the enchiridion for ecumenical accord

and human integrity. As aìready noted, basicaì ly Radhakrishnan is a Ve-

dãntin. The locus of power and meaning for his work as a philosopher is

in the prasthãna traya, and upon examination one can see that his thoughts

are ìogicaìly consistent with what he considers the bare bones of Advaitic

thought. His task has been to reframe the monistíc vis¡on in such a way

as to show its etêrnity and hence appì ícal ity to modern day spirítuâì

needs, and by this demonstration, to endorse its seìf-proclaimed authori-
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ty,

Radhakrishnan theoreticaì ìy gets to these bare bones, these rreternal seed

ideasrr as he calls them, through a fairly complex procèss of demythologi-

zation. To demythologize is to align at any one historical moment the

'rdata of faíth'r with rrthe natural knowledge man has of himseìf and the

worìdr', both in sophistication and in significance,2z, He constantìy un-

derscÕres the ultimate connection between a reì igious doctriners ìegitima-

cy, and its ability to perform as an integrator of human personaì ity and

human endeavor s .

ln actuaì ity his programme of demythoìogizatíon brings up many ¡ssuès and

questions about the process itself. The saga of Rudoì f Buìtmann, who

coined the term and appiied ît to Christianity not so long before

Radhakrishnan borrowed the concept, is wel I known. His writings met a

barrage of disclaimers, and he was accused by the orthodox and less ortho-

dox alîke of defrauding Christians of the very basis of their spirituali-

ty. l,lithout further reference to the particuìar debate which Bultmann

sparked, one must ask what was the significance of Radhakrishnanrs refram-

ing of the core of Advaita Vedãnta, bearing in mind that he considered

himseìf as beìng fuì ly within the tradition, even while activeìy involved

in its renewa I .

22t The level of sophistication (compìexity and subtìety) of the ìatter
shouìd be reflected in rel igious inquiry and statements (and the in-
stitutions which embody them) if relígion is to have impact social ly
and personal ìy.
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0n the positive side, Radhakrishnan has indeed contributed to the bridging

of the aforementioned rrEast-West gap" by âdding to the understanding on

both sides. He has also ìegitimately articulated the interfaith interface

as being a common humanity and a common gìobal destiny. ln a slightly

different vein Radhakrishnan is successfuì ¡n establishing the contempo-

rary relevance of the Bhagavadgïtã in particular, by taking advantage of

the ambivalent nature of Sanskrit words and reworking the (lok"r to reveal

the I'lodern llan in Arjuna, and the timeless paradigm in K¡sna. ltlithout

doubt this is a central contribution.¿¡o

But consider Radhakrishnan¡s aim to preserve the integrity of each rel ig-

ious tradition, in point, the Advaita Vedãnta tradition. Even though he

feeìs that most AdvaÌtins do not capture the essential message of the

texts (as he blatently accuses Christians and others of mis¡nterpreting

and misrepresenting the purport and import of theìr canons), the fact re-

mains for Radhakríshnan, that a reìigion is, as it is lived by its adher-

ents. I'lany adherents of Advaita Vedãnta would claim that he does not do

justice to their se ì f -under s tand i ng, and their enactment of what they con-

sider the basis of a spiritual lifestyle, Radhakr ishnan does show sensì-

tivity to this problem, though, and often seems caught in the predicament,

whiìe demythologizing texts, of what is and what ¡s not timelessly true

for al ì mankind. His somewhat vague agenda for the procedure (p.55-56

above) targets i) logical coherence, ii) rational ìy conforming to the find-

ings of science, iii)el imination of anthropomorphic attributes of the Ði-

23o Another very Ìnteresting study on the same theme is Avatâra: the Hu-
man i zat i on of Ph i losophy throuqh the Bhaqavad GÏtã lyñõÏîo-ãe N i co-
las (New York, Nicolas Hayes Ltd., 1976) ,
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vine, iv) concepts which express and fuìfil I present gìobal needs, among

other things. And yet, one frequently finds him criticizing lndians for

cìinging to outdated formulae (as he procedes to radically reformuìate

certain typical, exclusively Hindu ideas), while he himself harbours a

streak of conservatism which shows up in his idealization of the caste

system, of the Sen¡Iãg i!, and of the timès of Sankara, for exampìe.

0n the other hand, other Hindus, other Advaitins, are happy to have a

fresh ìook at themseìves, and to see an active exploration of the relation

between the abstract wisdom of ant¡quity and the concrete existentiaì con-

ditions which form their I ivíng real ity. As Radhãkrishnan clarified Ve-

dãnta for Westerners by translating it into the languages of other tradi-

tions, so also, in the process, those l.lestern traditions became

ref lectively mÕre understandable to Vedàntins.

This dilemma of finding a plâce between a rigid orthodoxy with a fixed in-

terpretation of author ity on the one side, and the risk of rrthrowing out

the bãby with the bathwaterÙ in a progressive re î nterpretat ion on the oth-

er, is inherent in any attempt at demythoìogization. So, too, is the in-

evitable query rllhat ìies between de-mythologization and re-mythologiza-

tion?r ls it a space? A line? 0r do the two melt into each other where one

myth diês and the Õther finds meaning? Such considerations naturally ìead

to a ful ler discussion reìating tradit¡on, myth, and also meaning, meta-

phors, models and so on. Though the investigation of these interrelations

is not withÌn the chosen boundaries of this thesis, they must be eventual-

ly considered to tackle the question. Paul Ricoeur, l'lichael Polanyi, and
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lan G. Barbour are but a few scholars doing âdvanced work in this

field,¿¡r one also must consider whether what is referred to as I'demytho-

logizationrr by Radhakrishnan, might not be more accurateìy descr ibed as

rrdèdogmat izat ionrr ,

Radhakrishnanrs demythologization programme, because of the issues it

raises as weìì as by his attempts to refresh Advaitic wisdom, has a cen-

traì and lasting value in provoking a rethinking and reevaluãtion of the

role and content of a reì igious tradition. lt aìso inquires into what

contr ibutes to the mechanics of its inner change and its abiìity to be a

transforming force for humanity. I'lany questions surrounding demythoìogi-

zation have been left unresoìved by Radhakr ishnan, but ¡n the ìight of our

last commènt, yet another ìook wi ll be given to his method and theory in

the next chapter, to evâluatè its significance on another level of inves-

tigation, namely in regard to Reìígious Studies.

23¡ Sèe Bibl iography for complete rèferences.



Chapter 6

VALIDITY Ì.IITHIN A LARGER FRA¡1EWORK

The present deep-seated concern in the academic study of reì igion, is to

reconciìe, þrithout coìlapsing into each other, the plura¡ity of Faiths.

Each major reìigious tradition cìaims a sort of 3gþ!-ity (authorized by

historical instances of revelatÌon, intuition, or illumination) and schol-

ars together with many theologians recognize the mandate for developing a

way of adequately treating the issue. Radhakrishnan's approach, despite

îts already noted weaknesses, is leading in this chal lenge.

Euc I idean Geometry as a Heur i st íc ¡letal anguage

The format of the next section of the criticai anaìysis is a formal modeì,

which wilì not onìy embrace and mediate Radhakrishnanrs metaphysic, but

which will also aììow a closer look at the philosophical and methodologi-

cal impl ications of his demythologization scheme. This model ut¡l izes the

visuaì language of tucì ¡dean geometry, and involves translating concepts

from their verbal form and ì inear logic, to a commensurate level of ab-

straction which is graphic, and which is under the ruìe of geometric ìog-

ic,232 Generally, Radhakrishnan¡s epistemoìogical and ontological ideas

232 tor an interesting study of the concept of rrgeometric'r ìogíc as it is

-9\-
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are made to assume, as far as is necessary for the demonstration, the

châracteristics, in feature and proportion, of basic Eucl idean geometry

--for our purposes, pìane geometry. The actual use of the model best ex-

pla¡ns itself,

\.lhy develop a model? Firstìy it serves as a metaview or synoptic pìat-

form, which Radhakrishnan claims is central to a universal research strat-

egy, This being so, Ìt performs two functions. lt iì lustrates the princi-

ples of his theory by assembÌ ing a conspectus of his ideas (on the nature

of reaìity, on the nature of reìigion and so on), and, in do¡ng so, allows

a crítical evaluâtion of how true are his own appì ications of a metavíew

of rel igíous systems. The use of a working model has yet another role

here. lt ís a conscious attempt to I ink the contemporary discussions in

the enterprise of Reìigious Studies with the relatively new field of Gen-

eral Systems Theory (l'letatheory) and its offspr¡ng, Systems Philosophy and

l4etascience, which are in the business of articuìating and offering solu-

tiohs to preciseìy what ìs of concern here.¡33 lt is therefore an experî-

ment in incorporating the discipl ined understanding of rel igion into the

wider context of human invêstigat¡on and the gêneral pursuit of knowìedge.

related to the Tibetan mandaìas, see Ter El ì inson-Waugh,
and Geometr ic Logic,rr Phi ìosoÞhy East and l,lest, Vol .XXlV,

"Algebraic
Jan. 1974.

pp.2l-!0 .

¿33 This field is presented in the writings of Ludwig von Bertalanffy (bi-
ologist), the father of ceneral Systems Theory --which he developed in
the thirties and fortiesi in the works of Ervin Laszlo (philosopher),
who articulated the parameters for ã Systems Phiìosophy; and in a host
of others (coming from various discipìines), who are indexed in Gerard
Radnitskyrs Contemporary Schools of l'letascìence. Radnitsky d¡scussès
in Voìume ll the Herneneutic-0ialectic intel lectual tradÌtion and its
structure for the metasc ience of human sc iences. See b ibì iography for
complete references.
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Had Radhakrishnan been aware of the developments in ¡letaphíìosophy and

l'letascience, especially such contributions as ErvÌn Laszlors The Systems

yjg_4!!L!|4k!,... he would have appreciated its place in this criti-

que. Indeed, much of what Radhakrishnan observes on the structure, func-

tion, and versatility of religious traditions is echoed in Laszlors gener-

aì theory of systems.

But why is the metaìanguage stated in the vocabulary of Eucì idean geom-

etry? 0f course, a geometric model is not the onìy optíon. However, there

are interesting recommendations for it here. First, the vocabuìary of ge-

ometry has a I ink with Radhakr¡shnanrs vocabulary. The terms and catego-

ries wh¡ch Radhakrishnan uses in speakîng about religion reside as predom-

inantìy in the realm of concepts associated with spatial awareness or

vision as do those of Eucì idean geometry. Radhakrishnan also uses geome-

tric concepts; he speaks of I'exper i enc i ngrr and '¡perceivingrr synonymousìy,

of rrreìative points of viewrr, of a rrnarrowrr or rrtwisted perspectÌve't, of

'rreflectionrr (the Absolutè being rrrefÌected in the worìd), of rrimages

and I'i I I us ionsr¡, of I'trans I at ionrr and r¡symmetryrr. A ì og ica I connect ion is

also present, insofar as Radhakr ishnan deveìops his arguements in a geome-

trical way which may be visualized, For instance, the meaning and signif-

icance of rel igious symbols rest in the concept of symmetry rather than

metaphysical, ontologicaì or theological discussions. So the transiation

of Radhâkr íshnan into quasi-mâthematicaì notions is not as inapprÕpriate

as it may initially seem.

231 Erv¡n Laszlo, The Systems View of the llorìd (New York: George Brazilì-
et, 197 2) .
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Second, Radhakrishnan accepts traditional Advaitic analysis, and Euclidean

geometry has certain propositions close to óankara's. The principìes of

both Advaita and geometry are accepted as unsublatable, for example. They

are seìf-evident and do not admit contradiction or refutation. Both are

buiìt of universaì categor ies. Both yield a unifíed, comprehensÌve pic-

ture. Both are said to bè ultra precise as signifiers of the highest or-

der.

AthirdrecommendationcomeSfromDescartes,',@-

9". Descartes buiìt a whole new system of thought based upon his vision

that the language of nature is mathematics. Since the structure of the

universe is mathematicaì, a geometr ic exposition is its ìogicaì equiva-

lence, That is, geometric images correspond exactly to what they repre-

sent, and in turn, the r¡signified can be defined and proved within the

system of gêometry. And since it was a given for Descartes, that princi-

pìes of geometry were irrefutabìe, exhaustive and inherently logical,235

geometry became the nethodological modeì par excel lence. lt is interesting

to note that Radhakrishnan does make Cartesian assumptions in his herme-

neutic scheme. He is concerned more with Descartesr ordo coqnoscendi --in

the quest for knowledge of truth, the order (process and pattern) of dis-

covery begins with considering existence and the mind-- than with the gI!þ

essendi and ontoìogical proposítions. The method of Radhakrishnan, also,

can be seen as Cartesian. He first analyzes or resolves the complexity of

religions into the simplicity of reìigion (as embodied in eternal seed-i-

deas), which gives I'intuitionrr free play. He then alìows reason to operate

235 See Appêndix A.
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on thèse seed-ideas and to synthesize a comprehensive understanding of all

rel igious traditions. Both Radhakri shnan and Descartes presume that the

use of the proper method is the key to discovering truth --which is merely

waiting to be discovered. Both merge metaphysÌcs and ìogic, and partner

intuition and reason.

ln concìusion it shouìd be noted that besides the obvious interface, and

despite certain limitations to graphic expression, a pictoraì modeì al lows

a simultaneous treatment of many premises, incìuding some ideas which have

hitherto remãined unarticulated, A geometr ic model therefore offers the

possibility of a consistent and conceptuaì ìy clear review of

Radhakrishnan's hermeneutical work, in a system which is relatively sim-

p ler, objective, and coherent.

D iagrammat i c Translation and Exposition

What foì lows is a series of geometr ical I ine drawings which function to

establ ish a metavier¡,r of Radhakrishnanrs methodology. The drawings iñdi-

cate the Advaita Vedãnta categorical definitions and terminology which

serve him in his examination of the ¡rdatarr of Comparative Reìigion and Re-

I igious Studies. As the drawings progress, they rrbuild uprr a picture of

Radhakrishnanrs mindframe in such a way as to clarify theoìogical premis-

es, methodological premises, and the ínterconnection and interplay of the

two .
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The têxt accompanying each diagram does a number of things. First, there

is the titìe of the diagram. Each individual title serves as an encapsu-

lated guide to reading each geometric diagram. ln series, the titles be-

come an index of the phases of Radhakrishnan's theory of rei igion. After

each diagram, there is a verbal replay of Radhakrishnanrs thinking, and a

connection with its geometr ic metaphrase. This is to rrgroundrr the modêì ,

and also lèads to a more in-depth examination of Radhakrishnanrs postu-

lates, his conclusions, and their impl ications,



FIGS.
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FtG, I

The nature of Ultimate Reaìity
i ted , immutab I e, on the other ,
world or cosmos,

the one hand undifferentiated, unl im-
innate urge to reflect itseìf as the

:on
has an

¡t', 
'ì;

Ë

"Behind the development of this universe there is the Reality of a being,

consciousness, bliss, sat, cit, a-nand¿,"'"t The ground of aìì being is the

Absolute, which is undifferentiated, all pervasive, immutable, and named

variously as Brahman, Spirit, the Supreme, Ultimate Reaì ity.

Part of the nature of the Absolute ¡s its abiìity to refìect itself, that

¡s, to be actuaì ized. The principle of actualization --or axis of rêflec-

tion-- is mãyã. l,lãyã is the mysterious connect¡on between the empirical

world and the Absoìute Real ity on $/hich it rests.zrr 4iy,! is llìã, the

sport of seìf-expression, The Absolute, Spirit, then, becomes the source,

Þratíbimba, and in its active aspect ìs fSvg¡e, cod.

tnigmaticaì ìy Ultimate Real ity contains its field of expression, The

'rworìd of becomingrr (shaded area) is the potential and dynamic pìayground

in which and out of which aìì things are realized. This is nature, the

medium for the incarnatiòn of Spirit.233 lt is the world of time and

change, the realm of mãvã. lfävã indicates the essential temporaìity of

""' B!! P'87'

231 Cf . U! p.48.

23r rrNature is an essentially unanalyzable and individual process of
change in which certain formâl attributes cal led space-time and cer-
tain materiaì characteristics caìled objects, as matter, life, etc.
exhibit themselves as standing in many relations to èach other and the
who I e. ¡' .l_y.L, p,183.
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the world and aìso refers to creative power.23t lt is part and parcel of

the 'reternalrr manifesting in the rrtemporal". The cosmos is attributed a

rrrelative realityrr, As the reflection, bimba, of Brahman, the Absolute,

it is "...not a mere ilìusion, but it is not as reaì as the fundamentaì,

Ultimate Real ity of Brahman.rrz'o lt is the "appearance" of the infinite.

("The Absolute alone has non-created divine reality. All else is depen-

dent, created real ity, rr) ,1,

As apparent being, the world (shaded area) has an order and an evolution-

ary thrust. From physicaì matter to mind all things are related in a sys-

tem of 'r int imate interdependencerr¡ each th ing i s un ique accord íng to its
Ilevel of being" and degree of "onsciousness, For example, ì iving organ-

isms share characteristic features of the physical $rorld, but, being indi-

viduaì whoìes which are întegratèd into the environment, represent a dif-

ferent, higher order of fact (vis-àjvis atomic systems) and so are nearer

to reflecting or revealing reaìity. However, rrEven at the physical level,

reaìity is not a collection of independent th¡ngs but a whoìe, and as such

it has a structure which prescr ibes the relations as well as the proper-

ties of the parts,.,.We can infer from one part to another since events

form a world of intercourse and association. At any one stage the whoìe

universe represents a cosmic situation, and any part of it represents the

whole bâckground ! rr 2 ' 2 The cosmos is a continuum of fact. lt is relative,

21e CJ. "Reply to Crit¡cs," p.80.l.

2'0 rrReconc i I i at ion and Harmony,rr Speech at Civiì Reception,Trivandrum, 29
September,1963, in oSHr Voì.lV p./4.

2'r rrFragments", p. 14.
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perceptuaì truth, character ized by perpetuaì change.

FIG. 2

Both man and nature, including inaminate objects, are a reflection of Uì-
timate Reality, which itseìf remains pristine and unchanged. l.lan and na-
ture, in the language of experience, become mind: the self as subject (the
experiencer or seer) , and objectìve reaì ity (that which is seen or the
f ieìd of perception).

I'The human self is an emergent aspect of the world process and ís not a

substantive different from the processrt. Here the rrhuman seìf" îs arbi-

trariìy represented by the darker plane, and further by ABCD (Geometry

holds that withÕut loss of generaì ity any pìane may be represented by any

three or more points.). ln the frame at hand this is mindt the self as

subject, And if the Absolute is considered sat-cit-ãnanda, being, con-

sciousness, bliss, the mind mostly reflects and expresses cit. lt is cÌt-

&, i nd iv i dua I i zed consciousness or intel ìigence. lt may also be consid-

ered the 'tseèrtr, drk.

outside the mind is objective reality, dg¡fe. fol lowing the above train of

thought it may be considered the reflection of the Absoìute as E!, Sat

becomes (in the medium of 4!yi) sãtya, which is the designation for all

modes of existence. objective reaì ity includes all that is actual and

perceptible. l'lost obviously it is the empirÌcal world but extends to in-

clude such subtle constituen.ts as values. Generaì ly speaking it may be re-

ferred to as the continuum of èvents, that is, history, Again, as part of

the cosmos it is subject to change. ln Fig.2 objective reaìity is repre-

,., IVL p.189.
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sented by the lighter pìane, henceforth ABEF. Note the planes ABCD and

ABEF are not to be taken literally. They po¡nt to differentiation within

the same substratum, and that substratum is consciousness or Spirit-in-

fused nature, As a consequence of their common ground, rrThere is an affin-

ity between the structure of the world and the mind of man,rr2¿3 Both are

rrpoles of the one realityrr. Also note that the points C,D,E, are not col-

I inear I

,.3 tvL p.264.
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FIG. 3

Ïxperience, the mind's apprehension of obiective real îty
¡ndicating the ì ink between the personal and the cosmic.

another way of

It is perception that establ ishes the connèction between mìnd and objec-

tive real ity, that is, between subject and obiect or rrseer" and rrscenerr.

This cognitional activity or "experiencing" forms an interface and is here

shown as the voìume created by the interception of mind' ABCD' with objec-

tive reaì ity, ABEF, The rrangìe of Perceptionrr or perspective, as can be

observed in the diagram, is to a great extent a function of the 'rslant¡t of

the mind. Thís volume, which represents the rrmass¡' of experience, can be

bracketed, (One can zero in on a particuìar segment or type of experi-

ence . )

Neither the universe of experience nor the individual consciousness in

themseìves are stratified, or partitioned, or def¡ned' nor are they chaot-

ic by nature. Each one has an intrinsíc, internal structure which identi-

fies itself and is discriminated in the action of percePtion. The mindrs

chief characteristic is awareness, which is further distinguished as the

facuìties of EenEr, the senses-mind, viiñãna' logicaì inteìì ìgence' and

ãnanda, intuition, The ìast has two products: percePtual knowledge and in-

tegraì insight.2" These faculties in various combinations are receptive

to and operate upon particular aspects of the object-field. The result'

"experiencet', is a refìection of the latter, a reflection which desPite

there being no inherent meaning in the rrscenerr so-to-speak, is formatted

as a coherent pattern involving interest, Purpose, meaning, and numerous

"' "Reply", p'79ì.
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quaì ifications. This ordering --shown in the bottom part of the diagram

in a grid-- is an inherent activity of the mind, though, it shall be seen,

not always contributing to an accurate reflection of objective real ity.

The grid represents the sum of impressions at a particular (more or less

arbitrary) leveì of consciousness --which correspondingly apprehends a

certain ìeveì of real i ty."n 5 The grid refers to a reflection, bimba, of

the universe (which in this relationship is the pratibimba) on the mind.

Thisrrseeing" or registration has concealed within itself not only an im-

mediate au,areness of what is before it, but also an inferential ahrareness

determined by such activities as reflection, modes of discernment and so

orì, which together give significance to impressions (for instance as

sounds are synthesized into melodies). ln the process, "...life becomes

intense and ordered and revolves about a steady center.tt24s Even with the

synthesis, "...our sense perceptions, our logical concepts, our intuitive

apprehensions are not forms superinduced on real ity, but are determinate

forms of reality itseìf ,ttzat

24s Each of these I'levels of consciousnessr¡ are constituted by various
faculties operation on the field of perception. The rrlevels of real i-
tyrr range from the microscopic to the macroscopic, and from the ma-
terial to the subtle.

246

241

EwR p.96.

IVL p.26\. (Underscoring not in text.)
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FIG, 4

låãrllv the mind creatès an isomorphism of exper ience and knowledge'

vlhat is experienced, abef, is automaticaì ìy "mapped" in a specific lan-

guage --ilìustrated as efgh' ln the diagram' ef signifies those mental

operations which account for and communicate the elements of experience'

ef , then, is the axis of translation into the medium of concept and sym-

bol. lt signifies the rrProcessing of a worìd picture"' where¡n impres-

sions are organized by the Perceiver into Permanent entities' and framed

as a knowìedge-system. lntrinisic to this is an equally synthetic lan-

guage of expressÌon which could be vêrbaì, sensual' notational ' and so on'

efgh w¡th its gr¡d illustrates a concePt-vocabu I a r y ' that is' a language

map of reality which rests on thought' and wh¡ch in turn rests on a direct

experience, efgh could be a musicaì score' a painting, poem, aìgebraic or

geometr ic statement, hologram, colour code' graph' and so forth' lt could

also be a rel igious doctrine embodied as a canonicaì text'

FIG. 5
Symmeirical transformation of real ity into its image'

The nature of the mind --the self as perceiver-- as an innate affinity

withtheobjectivefieldofperception(bothareconsciousness/Spiritin-

fused). Therefore the mind is immediately abìe to grasp the objective

world and to make sense of it or to understand it'

ldeal ìy there shouìd

though indefinite,

exist a symmetry between objectivè reaì ity' which'

is here designated as xyz, and the content of experi-
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ence, xryrzr, also between the latter and its formulation or description'

x|yrzr.2.a symmetry, rather than identìty, is the rule' because there is a

constant change of the medium of refrection or expression' "Admitting

that the concept Pìan of real ity revealed to thought is true'

s t i I ì , . ' . though t is not identicaì with reality"'we do not go beyond con-

cepts.tr2.e ln the case of religious perception' rr' " intuit¡ons

[experiences of direct apprehension] inspire the accounts of refìection'

which only confirm what has been apprehended in another way' The reflec-

tions are pure and true to the extent that they refer to The intuited

facts. There is a Perpetuaì disquiet because ultìmate Being is not an ob-

ject. Reflect¡ve accounts are thus only approximations'tt25o As an orderly

chart, efgh sets the conditions for re-exPer iencing real ity under a par-

ticuìar rubric, and a dialogue is set uP betweên the image of the scene'

the seer/mind, and the scene/matter itself' Things are consequentìy

"real " and rrtrue" if they cohere i n ident i ty ' behavi our ' pãtterns of

change and reìation, to the formuìa establ ished' in the I inguistic system

established as efgh' lt should be tacìtly understood that the underpin-

ning of what is experienced is not itseìf what is experienced' nor is the

ìanguage of experience, that is' the concePtiÕn of fact' fact itself' The

reconstructions serve the valuabìe PurPose of mapping the orìginal experi-

ence' lt may even be considered as atrfoilrrfor reality --like the silver

,1. cft gerard Radnitzsky,s ||ldeaì Language''. which will ''map the ìogical

form of the wor'ld"' il Ëontäiiotãiv"ð"ñoolt ot n"t""ti"n""' (chicaso:

Regnery i 1973) . P'2,l'

,¡t lP Vol.l p.40.

¿õo Fragmentstt, p.63.
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back of a mirror which rtcatchesrr the image of the thing before it'z5r

The descriptions of facts and thè actual facts exist in a symbiotic inter-

pìãy regulated by attitudes or interests, and' it could be said' given

thrust by rrfâithrr (crede ut inteìliqas). What this means is that: 'rwhen

we test the claims of the experience of truth [x'y'z'] we are realìy dis-

cussing the clairns of the forms or propositions in which the nature of the

exper ience is unfoìded [¡rryrtzrrJ 'rt252 In science' for instance' the latter

are the formulae, the descriptive equations; in religion' beliefs are the

*rryrrzrrrs. To say that something exists' and with particular features' im-

pl ies not only that experience of it is (experimental ly) possible' but

that such experience wilì jibe with other observations' The uìtimate têst

even of reìigious conceptions' then' is to appìy them to or overlay them

on what one has personal ly experienced' This invoìves both intuition and

ìogic. lf beliefs are to be truìy meaningful ' they r¡must be in accordance

with the nature and thè laws of the world of reaì ity with which it is

their aim to bring into harmony'rrzr3

25r Cf. Bradley in his introduction to ApPearancg and Beal itYl "l am-so

boìd as to bel ieve that we have a tnã Gage ot ihe Absolute' certain
ãnd real, though I am sure that our comprehension is miserably incom-

piut". Aut t aiisent emphatical ly from the concìusion that because im-

i"ii."t, it is worthìet"." r.c' bradley' Appearance and Reaì itv' p'3'

252 lvL o.77, Also cf, p.195: rrln concrete experience mind and matterare
iË.ãiåii.^";ui ir," "ãn"iãteness 

of the reìation is preiudiced by the

assimilation of one to the other'l'latter and mind both belong to na-

i;;", but matter is not mind' ltrs otherness to mind is unaffected'
however much it may be etheraì ized'r'

zsr ¡1VL p.14.
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I'lli'!'3,! ?raaition i..o":i:illl,:1".^':lî::lì;:"1":T,?,ì0""'ric ontoro-

gicaì and eP i stemo log I ca

rrThere ¡s no such th¡ng as pure experience' raw and undigested' lt is al-

ways mixed up with layers of interpretation'rr254 ln speaking in terms of

reìigion it may be said that "Religious exPerience is not the pure unvar-

nished presentment of the real in ¡tself' but the presentment of the real

already infruenced by the ideas and presuppositions of the perceiving

mind,rzrs Thè diarectics of the mind and the objective worrd is what un-

derstanding and the Progress in knowledge is all about' Each successive

generation inherits a mind-frame in a system of concepts which to a great-

er or lesser extent determines its genèraì attitude to reaìity' This

transmission of ¡deas and vaìues is indicated in the term rr¡t3¿¡¡ie¡rr' and

is shown in Fig.6 as the rrslidingt' to GHIJ' As reality is characteristi-

caì ly constantly changing' the "right viewrr is not so much a matter of de-

taiìs --the grid of efgh-- as of the more general disposition it provides'

rn fact the more abstract or ambiguous or universar thè efgh is' the rnore

accomodatìng ìt is to new and fresh experience' insights' reinterpreta-

tion, and recasting'zs6 This is necessary for understanding' because the

¡¡face,r of reality (the ultimate nature of things) is constantly changing'

Continuity in a tradit¡on is shown in Fig' 6 as the preservation of a par-

zsr 1W p,78.

:ss ¡g¡l p,19.

'z 
5 6 Raclhakr ìshnan saYs that

vision of RealìtY and

cannot be stationary'

tradition and environment condition both.the

l.i' olå.å"i"iìãn, t¡ut"fote these expressions
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ticular perspective (angìe of view) determ¡ned by the frame of reference'

efgh.25? Dynamism or vitality in a tradition, by the same token is embod-

ied in the creative transformation of the pattern/gr id within the frame.

This transformation is a resPonse to, and aìso an attemPt to address par-

ticular, existentiaì (historical soc i o I og i ca ì , ì i ngu i s t i c) human circum-

stances,2s! Each religion, in the final analysis, is such a composite sys-

tem! 'rTraditional continuity is no mechanicaì reProductioni it is

creative transformation, an increasing aPproximation to the ideaì of

trUth.rrz5e

25? Radhakríshnan says the rel igious traditions contradistinguish them-
selves by the I'contentl of specific terms by which their separate in-
quiry procedes. This is embodied in scriptures, rituals, ceremonies
and vaìues (the grid of efgh) .

25! Radhakrishnan writes in IIL (p.189) rrThe two striking features of the
physical world are continuity and change' Every event has not only a

retrospective but a prospective reference.rl

2!e rrFragmentsrrr p..l0.
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FIGS. 7 a, b ¿ c
Perspectives of reaìity are ruìed by the bias of the mind. The more bi-
ased the mind, the more the perception is a distortion of the fieìd.

These three d¡agrams il ìustrate the critical angle of preception (Fig. 7)

together with tþro arbitrary degrees of a rrslantedrr view (Figs. I and 9).

The upper right corner of each diagram is the corresponding frontal êìeva-

tion of the mínd in each case piercing reaì ity. Fig. 7 represents the un-

biased mind as discussed in the previous figures. Radhakrishnan would

cal ì this the intuitive mínd capabìe of direct perception, pratyak:a or

insight. lt is clèar from the geometric transìat¡on, that in such an at-

titude the mind or the self as subject (as it is referred to in Fig. 2) is

abìe to apprehend objective reality in its totality, and ideally to recon-

struct/refìect a symmetrical image in an appropriate language. This is

the metarepresentat i on of the most powerful instance of what Radhakr ishnan

refers to as !ll$þ!! r the rrdirect exper ience and active participation in

the èternal truth.rr The phênomenaì worìd ìs a reflection of the Absolute.

ln capturing the integrity of the cosmos, one gl impses its ultimate under-

p inn ing.

Figs. 7a and 7b represent other subjectíve dispositions, constituted and

character ized by a particular set of interests, motives, needs, and so on.

The effect of a slanted approach to the objective worìd is a partial view,

shown here to be an actual warping of the potentiaì experience or percep-

tion, and, by implication, (refer to Fig.4), an inaccurate account of the

field of perception is the end product. The cause is not the inabílity to

see cleariy, Rather, the geometry reveals that reaì ity is intercepted in

such a way, that there is a portion which is simply not accessibìe (see
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the striped area). Therefore what is experienced ¡s a distortion, pre-

cìuding an accurate, comprehensive understanding of the underlying order

of things, since all things are related in a system of rrintímate interde-

pendence'r, Also since the true and thè real is reached through the actu-

al, it, too, becomes inaccessible in its entirety. 0f course, that which

is within the boundar ies of vision is given continuity and meaning --for

the nature of the mind is to give coherence to the data of experience.

But meaning and definition are to greater and lesser extents contr ived or

attributed rather than obsèrved, and so are uìtimately confused. The in-

trinsic, internaì characteristics of reaì ity remain conceaìed, because thè

angle of perception inhibits the perceiver from truly appreciating

them.26o

A classical example of an extremely twisted perspective is that of the
paranoid, Everything he/she perceives is interpreted in terms of a
threat to the personrs secur ity, and may have I ittìe to do with the
actua I s i tuat ion.
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Frcs. I â, b ¿ c
The impl ications of tunnel vision, and of a narrow' slanted view respec-
tively.

Not so much to append as to reinforce the above observâtions on how atti-

tudes affect perception, the next two diagrams il lustrate rrnarrow-minded-

ness" (Fig, 8b) and an attitude which is both narrow and skewed (Fig' 8c).

Again what is perceived is a misrepresentation or aberration of what is

viewed. ln Fig. 8b perception is not so much twisted as it is uncìear'

It is virtual ly impossible to detect articulation and subtìety --as, for

example, when a torch-beam is shown on a distant tree. This is nÕt neces-

sariìy negative; it can ând does have a practical if ì im¡ted usefulness.

Aìl of the formaì academic enterPrises, both in science and the arts' rep-

resent narrowed approaches to the understand¡ng of the nature of things.

Their investegations do produce insights in their respective fields. How-

ever, these parcels of information are necessarily tentative. The prob-

ìems inherent in a perspective which is both narrow and slanted are self-

ev ident.
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FIGS. 9 a, b ¿ c
ii"-i"íu.ål tendency of the mind is to order what is before it, to make

sense of it w¡thin a given contest'

lf one considers the entire picture' that is to say oPenly inquires into

reality in its whoìeness (represented in Fig' 9a as the criticaì angle of

approach), the integrity of the obiective world reveals itself' All lev-

els of experience' from material to subtle' are inherently coherent' and

wiìlbeseenassuch.Diagrammatically,thegrid--orlogic--ofonelev-

el of observation (represented as a cross-section) lines up with all oth-

ers. lmPl icitìy, characteri"t¡" of a wholistic view' it is a wholistic

and symmetrical ly accurate maP or discourse' which potential ly leads an-

other perceiver to the same clear experìence' (refer to Figs' \ È 5

above).¡6r Consequently thought and action based on a comprehensive under-

standing will always be apProPr iate' i'e' right or in tune with reality as

it is, However, a slanted (Fig' 9b) or narrow (Fig' 9c) orientation can

only ensure a Part¡al vìew and therefore Partial comprehension' ln this'

thedifficultyisnotthattheviewispartial,forapartiaìunderstand-

ing of the universe which is tÕ a great extent inclusive of many levels of

experience has a self adjusting factor' That is' it performs as a useful

and valid means for a clearer and more comprehensive grasp' However there

is also another probìem which must be noted' General ìy when one is within

consider this illustration, though it has its limitations' A person

hears a whoìe' comPle* pi"å" of músic' Being a gifted musician' he or

she is able to ¡ottt "pptã"i"it 
the comPosiiion in its entirety (and

its intent) and thi" tnåultt that same musician -assuming his pa-

tience-- to accurateìy il"nt"ti¡" in musical notation' his originaì

;;;;;i""";; thus makìng ìi ãccessibì.e asain in its entiretv to those

who are trained to read't"h t"p"' With-some reservations this illus-
tration may be seem as án án"llgy tot Radhakrishnanrs discussions on

transmitting rel ig ious exper ience'
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a system (imagine yourseìf in the place of Da Vinci's man lshown in Fig.

9al), ít is very difficult to see its outer limits. The only clue is in

the visibìe self contradictions sÌnce the internal networks of expìaina-

t¡ons (that is, the various grids) do not match at aì1. Although this is a

cue to questioning the entire system of ìnquiry, the actual lack of the

coordination among the ideas is often not provocative, because to the ad-

hèrent of the system this lack of coordination is not recognizabìe. lt

seems that given a mass of perceptual data, there is a natural and aìmost

compul sive demand on the perceiver to fit everything into the frame to the

point of I'fudgingl sense ínto it. Where a narrow or slanted attitude is

obvious, thère is an opportunity to shift the frame and the categories of

the perceiving mind. Even so, such shîfts are mentalìy difficult and are

most often met with resistence. The additional consideration here (and it

is not easily represented in the geometric model, although it is a basis

idea in Radhakr ishnanr s theory) is that the ground of percept ion is con-

stantly shifting, that is, the conditions of the world are constantly in

fìux.

Thus in speaking of religious systems, for the participants the obì igation

is constantly to reorient the spiritual message embodied in the canons to

their I iving context. This as Radhakrishnan maintains, incìudes the man-

date for globaì harmony and global emancipation from a spectrum of harsh

conditions whiìe maintaining a direct link and whole perception with real-

ity (as it appears in Fig. ì0). Every religious tradition, though dis-

tinct in it patterning, affords the same opportunity, To Radhakrishnan

the worldrs religions are rralternate readings of realityrr. They are "dif-
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ferent windows through which God's I ight shines into manrs soulrr. Each

has a special ized approach conditioned by tradition and environment and

this yields varying expressions of the same truth.262 Aì though there may

be many differences, the culmìnation of each religion is in a personaì en-

counter with the supreme real ity transìated into a truly spirîtual I ife.
I'Religion lhe writes] is the way in which the individual organizes his in-

ward being and responds to what is envisioned by him as the Ultimate Real-

ity. lt is essentiãlly the intens¡fication of experience, the replacement

of triviality by intensity.rr¿63

2.2 io ¡llustrate this Radhakrishnan quotes the Bhagavata (íii.32,33):
rrJust as one substance with many quaìities becomes manifold through
the apprehension of the senses working in different ways, èven so the
one Supreme is conceived in different ways through d¡fferent scriptur-
al traditions.rr See EB![t p.3ì9.

243

'rF ragments", p ,68.
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Eva luat i on

Functíonally, Radhakrishnanrs theory is logicaì ly consistent and coherent

within the precincts of the geometric metaframe. Hè is true to the rules

of reflection, translation, and symmetry. He aptly recognizes different

layers and types of exper ience, the dynamics of traditional preservation

and change, and also the integrity or religions in a way that makes sense,

and invites further general exPloration.

As for the truth value, one ultimately has to admit that the Advaitic on-

toìogicaì posìtion he assumes is theologÌcal and idiosyncratic -- though

it is not essential to support his reading of rel igion.

Though Radhakrishnan purports to have achieved an eìevated perspective of

alì traditions, he maintains that the vedas are the ultimate ruìe and ref-

erential authority; the Brahma Sùtra is the standard of reconcil iation;

the llTmãñsã remains the standard for a discrimination inguiry; and the

ehagavadgÎtã is the closest (boardering on the absolute) approximation

--in its modern, revamped style-- of truth.

It is a thus a given that a centraì aim of Radhakr ishnan the schoìar is to

convince both the academic discipì ine and the general reader of the su-

perioríty of demythologized Hinduism as an embracing hermeneutic, and he

must be credited for the way he plays out his conviction' However, the

crux of his entire methodology is that it is not self-evident that Hindu-

ism --despite the reìatively abstract categories which network it-- or for

that matter, any other religious tradition, is the closest aPProximation
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of the critical view ôf reaì ity,

ln the final analysìs, two l¡nked ideas remain especiaì ly prominent and

provocative in Radhakrishnanrs approach. one is that rrreì igion signifies

a perception of real ity of the highest order, and the worldrs reì igions

represent reìatìve points of view, while functÌoning each as an integral

system of thought. The other is that each rel igious system is organic.

Its vitaìity and dynamism lies in its openness and abiìity to incorporate

new knowledge, while maìntaining both coherence and reìevance' Vital ity is

maìntained by systematical ly purging redundent and obsolete bel iefs which

surface in the I iv¡ng dialogue bêtween the tradition and exîstential

themes and possibilities, most especiaììy those related to 'remanc i pat ionrr .

This constant demythologization process, as Radhakrishnan calls it' is

both necessary and natura ì .



Chapter 7

EP I LOG UE

As a schoìar of Comparative Rel igion and Rel igious Studies' Radhakrishnan

takes a polymethodic approach. He invokes both critique (the discussions

on metaviews and how to reconcile the multiplicity of reìigious faiths)

and hermeneutic (demythologizãtion as a speciaì technique of reÌnterpret-

ing and reformulating the messages of particuìar traditions) simul taneous-

ly, with the resuìt of one vitiating the other. But this is not so much a

fìaw in his methodoìogy as the dilemma which is inherent in reinterpreta-

tion, lt is the contentious hermeneutic circle.

When one separates Radhakrishnanrs ideals of method-in-research from their

practical appl ication, one sees that the weakness is not in the structure

of his approach. The idea of developing a heuristic metaview and r¡etalan-

guage, and the idea of searching out the relevance and the spiritual sig-

nificance of the content of a rel igious tradition by vÌewing it in the

light of the present human context and its numerous issues, are both ìnno-

vative and optimistic turns. His Achilles heeì resides in his arguing for

the need of a metasystemic and mêtatheological approach, in the outl iníng

of some of the parameters for an appropriatè systems phiìosoPhy' and then

doing an about-face and enroll ing one of the things viewed as the vièwer.

r28
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Even if the demythologized Advaita Vedänta, which Radhakrishnan proposes

is sufficiêntly open-endèd, universal in purport and so on, it is on a

different level from the undemythologized Advaita Vedãnta tradition' which

is one of the many religious systems to be viewed. The fact remains that

this recast form was the resuìt of a demythologization process which em-

ployed concepts from the Christian, Buddhist' and other companion systems

of thought in the first place' This is an inconsìstency and internal con-

trad ict ion i n Radhakr ishnanr s Ðemythol og ìzat ion programme -- wh ich he nev-

er r ecogn izes.

But how far can one actually seParate how to know from what to know? Cog-

nitional theory exercises a fundamental influence not onìy on what is

stated as a fact in formal research endeavors, but also tacitìy in every

personal exper íence, al though with varying effects. So, too, the content

of oners memory --be it personaì, cultural, or rel igious-- directs oners

looking, and, oners seeing' lt sèems impossibìe for ìnsight' especiaì ly

at the leveì of an ìnsight into insights, which is what a metaview in Re-

I igious Studies suggests, to comPletely break away and be both total ìy

content free and reflective of the depth of al I religious traditions and

their ins ights.

Returning to Radhakrishnan, a final oPtimistic note is due on his contri-

butíon to personal reflection. His work to bridge the world's FaÌths by

reinterpreting them to each other, and to aim them alìat globaì emancipa-

tion, gave his contemporaries and continues to give the Present genera-

tions a fresh and stinulatìng opportunity to reappraise where they are as
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human beings' His work also encourages a new self-understanding' and a

renewed sense of what it is to be sPiritual. lt stands to be repeated

here that his inabil ity to coordinate all ideas in trying to creatively

and cr i t ica ì I y cope wi th the var ious Fa iths does not so much ref I ect on

his abiìities as a scholar, but rather reveals the immensity of thè task

itself.
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Append ix A

A COI.IIIENT ON THE HEURISTIC TOOL

Geometric graphics have been used variously by occultists such as the Kab-

bal ists, Rosicrucians, llagicians, Hèrmetists and ¡lasÕns, and by virtually

aì I the early scientists, particularly those working in Architecture, As-

tronomy, Crystal lography and Chemistry, to represent the order of the uni-

verse. lnitiaì ìy, the elements and princìpìes of geometry were beì ieved

to be ideal and inherent in the cosmosi they were merely uncovered and re-

vealed by Eucl id¡s creek forerunners Thales of ¡1Ìletus (640-546 BC), Py-

thagoras (580-500 BC) and Eudoxus (408-355 Bc) . Plato also contributed to

estabì ishing the absoluteness of geomètry as it was known by the ancient

Greeks, and he sèt the stage for Euclid þy emphasizing that though cosmic,

these principles had to be rigorously demonstrated. The systematic study

of geometry apexed in Euc I idrs E I ements, where the sc ience vras cogent ly

presented in term definitions, five postuìates, four axioms and four hun-

dred and s ixty-f ive propos i t ions. ¿ 6'

Pr i or to the n i neteenth century , Euc ì i dean geometry was accepted as the

onìy geometry, the physics of creation. For almost two thousand years it

infìuenced the historical development of thought and shaped its vocabu-

'"' !ls0Êq!! was written between 318 and 320 BC, and was comprised of
thirteen books; the Egyptians and Babylonians had earì ier deveìoped
geometry, but not as a comprehensive system.

t36
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ìary. lts irrevocabil ity was sustained by lmmanuel Kant; in A I'todern View

of Geometry, the author, Leonard Blumenthaì, quips : rr...though Pìato had

said merely that God geometrizès, Kant asserted, in effect' that @lÆ-
metrizes accordino to Eucl idrs Elements.rr265

A turning point came in the work of the l9th century mathematicians Karl

Friedrich Gauss (Germanr 1775-185Ð, Janos Bolyai (Hungarian: .l802-1860)

and Nikolai lvanovích Lobachevsky (Russian: 1793-1856) ' lndividually they

focussed on tuclid's assumption of the fifth postulate. The "parallel pos-

tulate", as it was called, struck them, as it had many others' as being

neither as terse nor as comPrehensibìe as the other four Postulates; nor

did it have the rtring of truthrr qualifying a postuìate and differentiating

it from a proposìtion vJhich had to be proved' Gauss, who is credited with

being the first to have a clear notion of non-Eucì idean geometry' devel-

oped an aìternative to the rrparallelrr postulate while maintaÌning the oth-

er four, The amputation of Eucl¡d's fifth postulate was a cìean one.

Gauss showed it was independent and also not deducible from the other

four. The annexation of an alternative fifth, created a non-Eucl idean ge-

ometry, which heralded a fresh approach to understand¡ng sPace' Bolyai

and Lobachevsky each aìso discovered this particuìar non-Eucl idean geom-

etry; since the latter was the first to actuaìly publish his findings in
.l829-1830, it came to be cal led Lobachevskian geometry. A second non-tu-

clidean geometry was discovered and discussed by Bernard Riemann

(ì826-.1866), a student of Gaussr, and was distinguished by methods of dif-

r65 Leonard Blumenthal,
H.H.Freeman and Company, I

(San trancisco:
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ferentiaì geometry, rather than the previously employed methods of

elementary synthetic geometryi it too, as with Lobachevskian geonetry' was

a consistent alternative to the Eucì idean system. The "new" geometries,

while some of their derived theorems contradicted the theorems in Eucl ide-

an geometry, themselves were each free of internaì contradictions. The

most serious implication of now having not one but (at ìeast) three cohe-

rent geometries of space, was that it was no ìonger self-evident that Eu-

cl idean geometry was necessarily true. Gauss and Lobachevski both ob-

served that of the geometr ies, Euclidean most accurately described the

empirical worìd, but a posteriori. Gauss wrotes rrl keep coming closer to

the conviction that the necessary truth of our geometry cannot be proved,

at ìeast ÞI the human ¡nteìlect &l the human inteì lect' Perhaps'..we

shalì arrive at other insights into the nature of space...Until then we

must place geometry on an equaì basis, not with arithmetic' which has a

purely ggigl foundation, but with mechanicsrr.266 Riemann too recognized

the function of Eucì idean geometry for expìaining physicaì space, but he

suggested physical space was a speciaì case, a triply-extended magnitude

of a conceivably multiply-extended situation, which Eucì idean geometry was

not powerful enough (too limited) to deal with, Eucì idean gèometry wasnrt

appropriate for measuring the spatial reìations of the macrocosm or the

microcosm. Admitting the theoret¡caì val idity of other than Eucì idean ge-

ometry effected a revolution in I'Tathematical Logic, and also in Philosophy

where "intuitionfl as a criterion of truth became a central issue of de-

bate.

26á Harold Woìfe, lntroduction to Non-Eucì idean Geometrv (New York:Dryden
Press .l945)p.57. quoted in Howard Delong, A Profile of l'lathematicaì
!ggj!. (Don I'til ls,0ntario:Addison-Wesìey Pubìishing Company; ì970) p'50.
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The developments in Geometry and the question of the reìatìon of rrprov-

abiì ity-within-a-systemrr to the necessary truth of notions of space' may

be seen as an analogy to what is occurring in the confrontation of reìig-

ions. Each brings with it a conviction that it represents Ë! theoìogical

and teleological understanding --based upon claims of revelation, intui-

t ion or i ns ight.

ln the course of its saga, Geometry wènt from a Þriori knowìedge to an ar-

tíficial enterprise; its rrtruthrr became conditional. However, despite

their development, non-Eucl idean geometries remain, for the most part' fa-

miliar and referentiaì to only select and sPecial interests --the most

well known of these being Einsteinrs Theory of Relativity'




